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Artificial agents expected to operate alongside humans in daily life will be expected to handle

novel circumstances and explain their behavior to humans. In this dissertation, we examine

these two concepts from the perspective of generalization and explanation. Generalization

relies on having a learning algorithm capable of performing well in unseen circumstances and

updating the model to handle the novel circumstance. In practice, learning algorithms must

be equipped with mechanisms that enable generalization. Here, we examine the generaliza-

tion question from multiple perspectives, namely imitation learning and causal learning. We

show that generalization performance benefits from understanding abstract high-level task

structure and low-level perceptual inductive biases. We also examine explanations in imi-

tation learning and communicative learning paradigms. These explanations are intended to

foster human trust and address the value alignment problem between humans and machines.

In the imitation learning setting, we show that the model components that best contribute to

fostering human trust do not necessarily correspond to the model components contributing

ii



most to task performance. In the communicative learning paradigm, we show how theory

of mind can align a machine’s values to the preferences of a human user. Taken together,

this dissertation helps address two of the most critical problems facing AI systems today:

machine performance in unseen scenarios and human-machine trust.
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Dedicated to every aspiring learner on our planet. There is no subject not worth learning

and no idea not worth pondering. Keep exploring.
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tions, and (C) embodied haptic representations using an autoencoder to bridge
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explanation of robot action. These two components are integrated using the (D)

generalized Earley parser (GEP) for action planning. These processes comple-
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effective explanations that foster human trust. Copyright reserved to original

publication [EGL19]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

2.3 (A) The dorsum of the tactile glove developed consisting of 15 IMUs. (B) 26

integrated Velostat force sensor on the palmar aspect of the hand. (C) The

structure of the force sensor. (D) Characteristics of the force-voltage relation,

which is described by a logarithmic law of the force sensor. Copyright reserved
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3-dimensions of force data). The background colors indicate different action seg-

ments. (B) Embodied haptic representation and action prediction model. The
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embodiment mapping network (purple background) takes in a robot state and

maps to an equivalent human embedding. The action prediction network (light
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sented by the path from the root node to the node pointed by the edge. When

the corresponding child node of an edge is an action terminal, the number along

the edge represents a prefix probability; when the corresponding child is a parsing
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to push on the door. The black circle on the door indicates whether or not the
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Generalization, transfer, and explanation are critical abilities for artificial general intelligence

(AGI). Humans are able to generalize rapidly and apply domain knowledge from one area

to another. This transfer can be applying from one area of expertise in a domain to another

(near transfer) or from one domain to a completely different domain (far transfer, analogical

reasoning). These types of transfer always rely on forming some notion of a prior belief about

knowledge within a domain and applying that prior in a useful way in another domain.

Humans are apt at taking knowledge from one domain and applying it to another. Gick,

et al . present a classic example of analogical transfer with human subjects [GH80]. Subjects

are first informed about a radiation problem [DL45], where a patient must have a tumor

destroyed using a specific type of ray. At high intensities, a ray will destroy all human tissue,

including healthy tissue. At low intensities, a ray will not destroy healthy or cancerous tissue.

Subjects are then asked how the rays could be used to destroy the cancerous tissue.

Some subjects were first presented with background stories that may help prime them to

understand how to solve the problem. For instance, an Attack-Dispersion story was presented

to subjects. In the story, a general attempts to capture a fortress, but the attacking army

cannot attack at once and must attack in small groups. If the fortress is attacked from

multiple sides with small forces, it can be captured (similar to flanking maneuver). This

story serves as a prior, and human subjects presented with the story were more likely to

generate a solution to the radiation problem. For example, subjects may argue that multiple

low-intensity rays might meet at the tumor and constructively interfere to an intensity that
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can destroy the tumor but leave healthy human tissue intact.

Performing this mapping from one domain to another requires understanding a few dif-

ferent concepts. First, one must know the structural properties of one domain to map it onto

another. For instance, it is a prerequisite to understand why sending small groups of soldiers

from multiple directions is an effective strategy in battle to understand how the knowledge

can be applied in the radiation problem. Without knowledge in the source domain, it is not

possible to apply a transformation to transform knowledge in the source domain to a new

domain. Priors are a necessary part of knowledge transfer; with no prior knowledge, there

is no knowledge to transfer to a new domain.

Second, the agent must have a mechanism by which to construct a mapping from one

domain to another. There are a few different strategies for creating a mapping. The first

would be to directly map concepts in the source domain to the target domain. This works

when the concepts neatly align with one another, but finding a perfect or near-perfect map-

ping is not always feasible. In these settings, concepts and structure in the source domain

may need to be combined or reconstructed to map correctly to the target domain. This

could be achieved through abstraction, where concepts in a source domain are used to form

an abstract structure, and then that abstract structure is mapped to the target domain.

Understanding both the priors necessary and structural abstraction necessary is crucial to

solve generalization tasks. This dissertation will look at three settings to explore these issues,

outlined below.

Generalization and explanation in observational domains: Chapter 2 examines an

observational setting where an agent imitates a demonstration to achieve a task and is then

tasked with generalizing their knowledge to similar but unseen circumstances. In this setting,

a robot learns how to manipulate a medicine bottle by imitating a human demonstrator.

We will show that the robot effectively learns a policy from observations that generalizes

well to unseen bottles using a top-down and bottom-up approach. The top-down modeling
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component encodes the long-term, symbolic task structure in the form of a temporal And-

Or graph (T-AOG) while the bottom-up component allows the robot to imagine itself as a

human demonstrator and predict what the human would have done next under similar poses

and forces.

In this section, we will also explore an idea related to generalization - explanation. Of

the space of possible representations, the representations that generalize are likely to also

contain some explanatory power. If learned knowledge generalizes well, it must capture some

fundamental portions of the underlying task, and therefore, must contain some explanatory

power around those fundamental task components. In the bottle opening task, the robot

provides explanations into how it reasoned about the medicine bottle, and human observers

rate how much they trust the robot under different explanatory formats. Participants are also

asked to predict what they think the robot will do next, thereby examining the ability of an

explanatory format to impart a user with the ability to predict future actions by the machine.

The results show that the modeling components that best contribute to task performance

are not necessarily the modeling components that foster the most trust, indicating a need

to consider both task performance and explanation as separate but critical components for

robots interacting with humans.

Causal generalization in interactive domains: Chapter 3 showcases the second set-

ting, an interactive setting where agents must interact with their environment and update

their understanding of the world based on the outcomes of that interaction. In this domain,

the key to knowledge transfer is to explore the space in a way that imparts generalizable

knowledge. Specifically, we examine an interventional setting where an agent is placed in

a virtual “escape” room. Levers in the room act as a combination to “unlock” the room.

After completing a room, the agent will be placed in another room where the levers have

been scrambled, but the underlying abstract pattern to unlock the room remains the same.

In this setting, the key to generalization is to understand the abstract structure. Once the
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structure is known, an agent faced with a new room simply needs to identify the role of every

level in the abstract structure. With the roles identified, an optimal agent can immediately

generate the possible ways to unlock the rooms.

In this setting, we examine how well human subjects can solve this task. We find that

humans are extremely proficient at identifying the abstract structure and applying it to novel

domains. Additionally, we examine a plethora of model-free RL algorithms and find they are

incapable of learning a generalizable policy, even under favorable training conditions. Finally,

we present a hierarchical Bayesian learner that uses abstract top-down structure knowledge to

learn a prior over the space of possible causal structures and bottom-up feature knowledge to

learn which features may provide hints about causal components in the scene. The Bayesian

learner shows similar trends as human learners and achieves near-optimal performance.

Value alignment and explanation in communicative domains: Chapter 4 then ex-

pands on the explainable AI work in Chapter 2 by looking at an interactive, communicative

learning setting where each agent has partial information regarding the task. This partial

information creates the need for explanation (communication) between the agents. In the

setting, a human user is overseeing a group of scouts navigate in a dangerous area. The

human user understands the values of the group, and the scouts relay information (observa-

tions) to the human. Thus the communication facilitates a value alignment problem, where

the robot scouts must align their values to human values based on feedback from the human.

The results show the scouts are able to align successfully with human values, and at a given

time point, humans are able to infer the current value function of the scouts (even when it is

different from their own). These results are promising for solving value alignment problems

with a communicative learning framework.

Together, these three settings encompass important general cases of knowledge transfer

and explanation: one where an agent can only rely on observations to learn a generaliz-

able policy, another where the agent must learn how to generalize by actively intervening in
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the environment, and a third where agents with partial information must communicate and

collaborate to achieve a task. We believe that learning from imitation, intervention, and com-

munication have fundamentally different properties for generalization. From observations,

a learner can at best identify causal connections up to a certain degree, though this does

not inhibit a learner from learning a policy that can generalize well to unseen environments.

From interventions, one can effectively learn causal relationships through deliberate exper-

imentation, though a learner needs effective priors to guide the learning process. Without

such priors, the space of possible causal relations is exponential and too vast to explore effec-

tively. From communication and explanation, agents can align values and act in accordance

with each other’s preferences and beliefs.

This dissertation explores and attempts to answer some of the most pressing issues for

current machine learning systems; generalization, transfer, and explanation are all unsolved

problems that pose critical and challenging problems for the future of AI. Here, we attempt

to add clarity to the conversation by exploring different settings to highlight the importance

and difficulty of answering these questions. We advance the state of the art in imitation

learning, casual learning, explainable AI, and communicative learning to achieve these goals.

The fundamental questions moving forward are how this work can be expanded and scaled

to larger experiments and how we can integrate these ideas to create a capable learner and

explainer in a wide variety of settings.
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CHAPTER 2

Generalization and Explanation in Imitation Learning

In this chapter, we examine generalization in an imitation learning setting and show a robot

capable of transferring knowledge to novel problems using a high-level task planner and a

low-level haptic action predictor. Consider the task of opening medicine bottles that have

child-safety locking mechanisms (Fig. 2.1(a)). These bottles require the user to push or

squeeze in various places to unlock the cap. By design, attempts to open these bottles using

a standard procedure will result in failure. Even if the agent visually observes a successful

demonstration, imitation of this procedure will likely omit critical steps in the procedure. The

visual procedure for opening both medicine and traditional bottles is typically identical. The

agent lacks understanding of the tactile interaction required to unlock the safety mechanism

of the bottle. Only direct observation of forces or instruction can elucidate the correct

procedure (Fig. 2.1(e)). Even with knowledge of the correct procedure, opening medicine

bottles poses several manipulation challenges that involve feeling and reacting to the internal

mechanisms of the bottle cap. Although the presented study takes opening medicine bottles

as an example, many other tasks share similar properties and require non-trivial reasoning

such as opening locked doors [SGG08].

This chapter develops an integrated framework consisting of a symbolic action planner us-

ing a stochastic grammar as the planner-based representation and a haptic prediction model

based on neural networks to form the data-driven representation. In addition to opening

medicine bottles, this chapter will examine the explainability of different model components.

A hallmark of humans as social animals is the ability to answer this “why” question by
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Figure 2.1: Given a RGB-D-based image sequence (a), although we can infer the skeleton of

hand using vision-based methods (b), such knowledge cannot be easily transferred to a robot

to open a medicine bottle (c), due to the lack of force sensing during human demonstrations.

In this chapter, we utilize a tactile glove (d) and reconstruct both forces and poses from

human demonstrations (e), enabling robot to directly observe forces used in demonstrations

so that the robot can successfully open a medicine bottle (f). Copyright reserved to original

publication [EGX17].

providing comprehensive explanations of the behavior of themselves and others. The drive

to seek explanations is deeply rooted in human cognition. Preschool-age children tend to

attribute functions to all kinds of objects—clocks, lions, clouds, and trees, as explanations

of the activity that these objects were apparently designed to perform [Kel99, GMK99]. The

strong human preference and intrinsic motivation for explanation are likely due to its central

role in promoting mutual understanding, which fosters trust between agents and thereby

enables sophisticated collaboration [Lom06, Tom10].

However, a strong human desire for explanations has not been sufficiently recognized
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by modern artificial intelligence (AI) systems, in which most methods primarily focus on

task performance [Gun17]. Consequently, robot systems are still in their infancy in devel-

oping the ability to explain their own behavior when confronting noisy sensory inputs and

executing complex multi-step decision processes. Planner-based robot systems can gener-

ally provide an interpretable account for their actions to humans (e.g ., by Markov decision

processes [FHL16, HS17], HTN [EHN96], or STRIPS [FN71]); but these planners strug-

gle to explain how their symbolic-level knowledge is derived from low-level sensory inputs.

In contrast, robots equipped with Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [HOT06] have demon-

strated impressive performance in certain specific tasks due to their powerful ability to

handle low-level noisy sensory inputs [DCH16, LLS15]. However, DNN-based methods have

well-known limitations, notably including a lack of interpretability of the knowledge repre-

sentation [Mar18, MP17, Dom15]. Some recent DNN work addresses this issue using saliency

maps [KRD18, YKY18] or modularized components [HAD18, ZNZ18]. These data-driven

approaches have demonstrated strong capabilities of handling noisy real-time sensory inputs,

distilling the raw input to predict the effect and determine the next action. However, little

work has been done to develop the synergy between the classic symbolic AI and the re-

cent development of DNNs to empower machines with the ability to provide comprehensive

explanations of their behavior.

The project in this chapter aims to disentangle explainability from task performance,

measuring each separately to gauge the advantages and limitations of two major families

of representations—symbolic representations and data-driven representations—in both task

performance and imparting trust to humans. The goals are to explore: (i) what constitutes

a good performer for a complex robot manipulation task? (ii) How can we construct an

effective explainer to explain robot behavior and impart trust to humans?

We examine this integrated framework in a robot system using a contact-rich manip-

ulation task of opening medicine bottles with various safety lock mechanisms. From the

performer’s perspective, this task is a challenging learning problem involving subtle manip-
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ulations, as it requires a robot to push or squeeze the bottle in various places to unlock the

cap. At the same time, the task is also challenging for explanation, as visual information

alone from a human demonstrator is insufficient to provide an effective explanation. Rather,

the contact forces between the agent and the bottle provide the hidden “key” to unlock the

bottle, and these forces cannot be observed directly from visual input. An overview of the

system is shown in Fig. 2.2.

To constitute a good performer, the robot system proposed here cooperatively combines

multiple sources of information for high performance, enabling synergy between a high-

level symbolic action planner and a low-level haptic prediction model based on sensory

inputs. A stochastic grammar model is learned from human demonstrations and serves as a

symbolic representation capturing the compositional nature and long-term constraints of a

task [TPZ13]. A haptic prediction model is trained using sensory information provided by

human demonstrations (i.e., imposed forces and observed human poses) to acquire knowledge

of the task. The symbolic planner and haptic model are combined in a principled manner

using an improved generalized Earley parser (GEP) [QJZ18], which predicts the next robot

action by integrating the high-level symbolic planner with the low-level haptic model. The

learning from demonstration framework presented here shares a similar spirit of our previous

work [EGX17] but with a new haptic model and a more principled manner, namely the GEP,

to integrate the haptic and grammar models. Computational experiments demonstrate a

strong performance improvement over the symbolic planner or haptic model alone.

To construct an effective explainer, the proposed approach draws from major types of

explanations in human learning and reasoning that may constitute representations to foster

trust by promoting mutual understanding between agents. Previous studies suggest humans

generate explanations from functional perspectives that describe the effects or goals of ac-

tions and from mechanistic perspectives that focus on behavior as a process [Lom13]. The

haptic prediction model is able to provide a functional explanation by visualizing the essen-

tial haptic signals (i.e., effects of the previous action) to determine the next action. The
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symbolic action planner is capable of providing a mechanistic explanation by visualizing mul-

tiple planning steps (instead of just one) to describe the process of the task. The proposed

robot system provides both functional and mechanistic explanations using the haptic model

and symbolic planner, respectively.

To examine how well robot-generated explanations impart human trust, we conduct hu-

man experiments to assess whether explanations provided by the robot system can foster

trust in human users, and if so, what forms of explanation are the most effective in en-

hancing human trust in machines. In this chapter, we refer to the cognitive component

of “trust” [Sim07] based on rationality. Cognitive trust is especially important in forming

trust within secondary groups (such as human-machine relations) [LW85] compared to the

emotional component typically more important in primary group relations (such as family

and close friends). Our psychological experiment focuses on cognitive trust, stressing on

a belief or an evaluation with “good rational reasons,” as this is the crucial ingredient of

human-machine trust built on specific beliefs and goals with attention to evaluations and

expectations [CF98]. Specifically, human participants were asked to report qualitative trust

ratings after observing robot action sequences along with different forms of explanations for

the robot’s internal decision-making as it solved a manipulation task. Then, participants

observed similar but new robot executions without access to explanations and were asked

to predict how the robot system is likely to behave across time. These empirical findings

shed light on the importance of learning human-centric models that make the robot system

explainable, trustworthy, and predictable to human users. Our results show that forms of

explanation that are best suited to impart trust do not necessarily correspond to those com-

ponents contributing to the best task performance. This divergence shows a need for the

robotics community to adopt model components that are more likely to foster human trust

and integrate these components with other model components enabling high task perfor-

mance.

The ideas presented in this chapter were completed across 4 different publications and
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Figure 2.2: Overview of demonstration, learning, evaluation, and explainability. By observ-

ing human demonstrations, the robot learns, performs, and explains using both a symbolic

representation and a haptic representation. (A) Fine-grained human manipulation data is

collected using a tactile glove. Based on the human demonstrations, the model learns (B)

symbolic representations by inducing a grammar model that encodes long-term task struc-

ture to generate mechanistic explanations, and (C) embodied haptic representations using

an autoencoder to bridge the human and robot sensory input in a common space, providing

a functional explanation of robot action. These two components are integrated using the

(D) GEP for action planning. These processes complement each other in both (E) improv-

ing robot performance and (F) generating effective explanations that foster human trust.

Copyright reserved to original publication [EGL19].

in collaboration with Feng Gao, Hangxin Liu, Xu Xie, Matt Millar, Siyuan Si, Brandon

Rothrock, Veronica Santos, Hongjing Lu, Ying Nian Wu, and Song-Chun Zhu [EGL19,
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XLE18, EGX17, LXM17]. The author’s contributions to this project include data collection

using the tactile glove, learning the T-AOG, training the haptic network, designing and

building the explanation interfaces, running the human subject studies, data analysis, and

deploying parts of the robot stack (e.g . deploying a mobile base system and vision system

for the robot). All other portions of the project were not completed by the author. The

majority of the material presented in the chapter is copyrighted by the original publisher

of [EGL19], and relevant portions have copyrights declared inside the material.

2.1 Tactile Glove and Data Collection

We utilize a tactile glove with force sensor [LXM17] to capture both the poses and the forces

involved in human demonstrations in opening medicine bottles that require a visually latent

interaction between the hand and the cap, e.g ., pushing as indicated in Fig. 2.2A. A human

demonstrator performed opening various types of bottles shown in Fig. 2.10A. Some of the

bottles contain child-safety locking mechanisms that require a procedure beyond simply

twisting to unscrew the cap. Most child-safety locks require a particular force to be exerted

on a particular part of the bottle; these forces are difficult to infer from visual observation

alone.

Fifteen IMUs obtain the relative poses of finger phalanges with respect to the wrist (see

Fig. 2.3A) and develop a customized force sensor using a soft piezoresistive material (Velo-

stat) whose resistance changes under pressure [LXM17]. The 26 force sensors are placed on

the palm and fingers, as shown in Fig. 2.3B. The force sensor is constructed in a 5-layer, mir-

rored structure—Velostat is the inner layer, conductive fabric and wires are the middle layers,

and insulated fabric is the outer layer. Fig. 2.3C illustrates the structure of the force sensor,

and the force-resistance relation is characterized as Fig. 2.3D. In total, the glove provides

71 degrees of freedom, including all pose and force measurements of the hand, resulting in a

fine-grained reconstruction. The relative poses between the hand and manipulating objects
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Figure 2.3: (A) The dorsum of the tactile glove developed consisting of 15 IMUs. (B) 26

integrated Velostat force sensor on the palmar aspect of the hand. (C) The structure of

the force sensor. (D) Characteristics of the force-voltage relation, which is described by a

logarithmic law of the force sensor. Copyright reserved to original publication [EGL19].

(bottles and caps) are captured by a Vicon motion capture system. We captured 64 demon-

strations in total; the number of demonstrations varies by the number of possible grasping

approaches human demonstrators found natural. Twenty-nine demonstrations were collected

for the Bottle 1, 23 for Bottle 2, and 12 for Bottle 3.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.4. Fiducials are attached to each bottle and

its lid to track the pose of object parts. One additional fiducial is attached to the back of

the tactile glove to capture wrist pose in world space. A camera is used to record the video

of data collection procedures to help label the ground truth later.

A total of 64 human demonstrations, collected in [EGX17], of opening the 3 different

medicine bottles serve as the training data. These 3 bottles have different locking mecha-

nisms: no safety lock mechanism, a push-twist locking mechanism, and a pinch-twist locking

mechanism. To test the generalization ability of the robot system, we conduct a gener-

alization experiment with new scenarios different from training data, either a new bot-

tle (Fig. 2.10B) or a bottle with a modified cap with significantly different haptic signals

(Fig. 2.11). The locking mechanisms of the bottles in the generalization experiment are

similar but not identical (in terms of size, shape, and haptic signals) to the bottles used
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Figure 2.4: We use a Vicon system to obtain the poses of human’s wrist and object’s parts.

The camera is used to record the data collection procedure. Copyright reserved to original

publication [EGX17].

in human demonstrations. The haptic signals for the generalization bottles are significantly

different from bottles used in testing, posing challenges in transferring the learned knowledge

to novel unseen cases.

2.2 Robot Learning

2.2.1 Embodied Haptic Model

Using human demonstrations, the robot learns a manipulation strategy based on the observed

poses and forces exerted by human demonstrators. One challenge in learning manipulation

policies from human demonstration involves different embodiments between robots and hu-

man demonstrators. A human hand has five fingers, whereas a robot gripper may only have

two or three fingers; each embodiment exerts different sensory patterns even when perform-

ing the very same manipulation. Hence, the embodied haptic model for the robot system

cannot simply duplicate human poses and forces exerted by human hands; instead, a robot

should imitate the actions with the goal to produce the same end-effect in manipulating the
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medicine bottle (e.g ., imposing a certain force on the cap). The critical approach in our

model is to employ embodied prediction, i.e., let the robot imagine its current haptic state

as a human demonstrator and predict what action the demonstrator would have executed

under similar circumstances in the next time step. Intuitively, the embodied haptic pre-

dictions endow the robot with the ability to ask itself: if I imagine myself as the human

demonstrator, which action would the human have taken next based on the poses and forces

exerted by their hand? Hence, the resulting haptic model provides a functional explanation

regarding the forces exerted by the robot’s actions.

Fig. 2.5 illustrates the force patterns exerted by a robot and a human demonstrator. As

shown in panels A and C, due to the differences between a robot gripper and a human hand,

the haptic sensing data from robots and humans show very different patterns from each

other in terms of dimensionality and duration within each segmented action (illustrated by

the colored segments).

To address the cross-embodiment problem, we train a haptic model in a similar approach

as in [EGX17] to predict which action the robot should take next based on perceived human

and robot forces and poses. The present haptic model learns a prediction model in a three-

step process: (i) learning an autoencoder that constructs a low-dimensional embedding of

human demonstrations containing poses and forces, as shown in Fig. 2.5B. (ii) Training an

embodiment mapping to map robot states to equivalent human embeddings, thereby allowing

the robot to imagine itself as a human demonstrator to produce the same force, achieving

functional equivalence to generate the same end effect as the human demonstrator. This

embodiment mapping is trained in a supervised fashion, using labeled equivalent robot and

human states. (iii) Training a next action predictor based on the human embeddings and the

current action. This action predictor is also trained in a supervised fashion, using segmented

human demonstrations.

The embodied haptic model leverages low-level haptic signals obtained from the robot’s

manipulator to make action predictions based on the human poses and forces collected with
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of learning embodied haptic representation and action prediction

model. An example of the force information in (A) the human state, collected by the

tactile glove (with 26 dimensions of force data), and force information in (C) the robot

state, recorded from the force sensors in the robot’s end-effector (with 3-dimensions of force

data). The background colors indicate different action segments. (B) Embodied haptic

representation and action prediction model. The autoencoder (yellow background) takes

a human state, reduces its dimensionality to produce a human embedding, and uses the

reconstruction to verify that the human embedding maintains the essential information of

the human state. The embodiment mapping network (purple background) takes in a robot

state and maps to an equivalent human embedding. The action prediction network (light

blue background) takes the human embedding and the current action and predicts what

action to take next. Copyright reserved to original publication [EGL19].
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the tactile glove. This embodied haptic sensing allows the robot to reason about (i) its own

haptic feedback by imagining itself as a human demonstrator, and (ii) what a human would

have done under similar poses and forces. The critical challenge here is to learn a mapping

between equivalent robot and human states, which is difficult due to the different embod-

iments. From the perspective of generalization, manually designed embodiment mappings

are not desirable. To learn from human demonstrations on arbitrary robot embodiments,

we propose an embodied haptic model general enough to learn between an arbitrary robot

embodiment and a human demonstrator.

The embodied haptic model consists of three major components: (i) an autoencoder to

encode the human demonstration in a low-dimensional subspace; we refer to the reduced

embedding as the human embedding. (ii) An embodiment mapping that maps robot states

onto a corresponding human embedding, providing the robot with the ability to imagine

itself as a human demonstrator. (iii) An action predictor that takes a human embedding

and the current action executing as the input and predicts the next action to execute, trained

using the action labels from human demonstrations. Fig. 2.5B shows the embodied haptic

network architecture. Using this network architecture, the robot infers what action a human

was likely to execute based on this inferred human state. This embodied action prediction

model picks the next action according to:

at+1 ∼ p(·|ft, at), (2.1)

where at+1 is the next action, ft is the robot’s current haptic sensing, and at is the current

action.

The autoencoder network takes an 80-dimensional vector from the human demonstration

(26 for the force sensors and 54 for the poses of each link in the human hand) and uses

the post-condition vector, i.e., the average of last N frames (we choose N = 2 to minimize

the variance), of each action in the demonstration as input; see the Autoencoder portion of

Fig. 2.5B. This input is then reduced to an 8-dimensional human embedding. Given a human
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demonstration, the autoencoder enables the dimensionality reduction to an 8-dimensional

representation.

The embodiment mapping maps from the robot’s 4-dimensional post-condition vector,

i.e., the average of the last N frames (different from human post-condition due to a faster

sample rate on the robot gripper compared to the tactile glove; we choose N = 10), to

an imagined human embedding; see the Embodiment Mapping portion of Fig. 2.5B. This

mapping allows the robot to imagine its current haptic state as an equivalent low-dimensional

human embedding. The robot’s 4-dimensional post-condition vector consists of the gripper

position (1 dimension) and the forces applied by the gripper (3 dimensions). The embodiment

mapping network uses a 256-dimensional latent representation, and this latent representation

is then mapped to the 8-dimensional human embedding.

To train the embodiment mapping network, the robot first executes a series of super-

vised actions where if the action produces the correct final state of the action, the robot

post-condition vector is saved as input for network training. Next, human demonstrations

of equivalent actions are fed through the autoencoder to produce a set of human embed-

dings. These human embeddings are considered as the ground-truth target outputs for the

embodiment mapping network, regardless of the current reconstruction accuracy of the au-

toencoder network. Then the robot execution data is fed into the embodiment mapping

network, producing an imagined human embodiment. The embodiment mapping network

optimizes to reduce the loss between its output from the robot post-condition input and the

target output.

For the action predictor, the 8-dimensional human embedding and the 10-dimensional

current action are mapped to a 128-dimensional latent representation, and the latent repre-

sentation is then mapped to a final 10-dimensional action probability vector (i.e., the next

action); see Action Prediction portion of Fig. 2.5B. This network is trained using human

demonstration data, where a demonstration is fed through the autoencoder to produce a

human embedding, and that human embedding and the one-hot vector of the current action
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execution are fed as the input to the prediction network; the ground-truth is the next action

executed in the human demonstration.

The network in Fig. 2.5B is trained in an end-to-end fashion with three different loss

functions in a two-step process: (i) a forward pass through the autoencoder to update the

human embedding zh. After computing the error Lreconstruct between the reconstruction s′h

and the ground-truth human data sh, we back-propagate the gradient and optimize the

autoencoder:

Lreconstruct(s
′
h, sh) =

1

2
(s′h − sh)2. (2.2)

(ii) A forward pass through the embodiment mapping and the action prediction network. The

embodiment mapping is trained by minimizing the difference Lmapping between the embodied

robot embedding zr and target human embedding zh; the target human embedding zh is

acquired through a forward pass through the autoencoder using a human demonstration

post-condition of the same action label, sh. We compute the cross-entropy loss Lprediction of

the predicted action label a′ and the ground-truth action label a to optimize this forward

pass:

Lplanning(a′, a) = Lmapping + β · Lprediction

Lmapping =
1

2
(zr − zh)2

Lprediction = H(p(a′), q(a)),

(2.3)

where H is the cross-entropy, p is the model prediction distribution, q is the ground-truth

distribution, and β is the balancing parameter between the two losses.

2.2.1.1 Training Details of Embodied Haptic Model

In this section, we present the implementation detail for reproducibility.

Network Architecture The autoencoder is constructed with a multi-layer perceptron

(MLP); see Table 2.1. The human embedding can be obtained with a forward pass through
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the network. The supervision for the autoencoder is the original human post-condition.

The loss is measured by the reconstruction error. The robot-human embodiment mapping is

implemented with an MLP; see Table 2.2. The embodiment mapping is trained using equiva-

lent human and robot post-conditions (equivalent here means the post-condition of executing

the same action successfully). The human post-condition is fed through the autoencoder to

produce a human embedding, and this embedding serves as the supervision target for the

embodiment mapping network. The last major component of the embodied haptic prediction

model is the action predictor, also implemented with an MLP; see Table 2.3. The supervision

for the action predictor is the ground-truth human action labels.

Training Details We adopt a two-step updating schema for the embodied haptic model.

In the first step, we feed forward the human post-condition data into the autoencoder. The

encoder will reduce the high-dimensional human data to a low-dimensional human embed-

ding; the encoder and the decoder are learned with hyper-parameter shown in Table 2.4. The

supervision for the autoencoder is the reconstructed original human post-condition. In the

second step, with the human embedding and the action labels, the action predictor and the

embodiment mapping are training jointly with the hyper-parameters shown in Table 2.4. The

embodiment mapping is trained using equivalent human and robot post-conditions (equiva-

lent here means the post-condition of executing the same action successfully). The human

post-condition is fed through the autoencoder to produce a human embedding, and this

embedding serves as the supervision target for the embodiment mapping network. The

supervision for the action predictor is the ground-truth human action labels.

A similar embodied haptic model was presented in [EGX17] but with two separate loss

functions, which is more difficult to train compared to the single loss function presented in

this chapter. A clear limitation of the haptic model is the lack of long-term action planning.

To address this problem, we discuss the symbolic task planner below and then discuss how

we integrate the haptic model with the symbolic planner to jointly find the optimal action.
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Table 2.1: Network architecture and parameters of the autoencoder. Network architecture

is defined from the top of the table to the bottom, with the first and last layer being input

and output, respectively.

Operator Params

Linear 80

ReLU

Linear 64

ReLU

Linear 16

ReLU

Linear 8

ReLU

Linear 16

ReLU

Linear 64

ReLU

Linear 80

2.2.2 Symbolic Action Planner

Opening medicine bottles is a challenging multi-step manipulation, as one may need to push

on the cap to unlock it (visually unobservable), twist it, and then pull it open. A symbolic

representation is advantageous to capture the necessary long-term constraints of the task.

From labeled action sequences of human demonstrations, we induce a T-AOG, a probabilistic

graphical model describing a stochastic, hierarchical, and compositional context-free gram-

mar [ZM07], wherein an And-node encodes a decomposition of the graph into sub-graphs,

an Or-node reflects a switch among multiple alternate sub-configurations, and the terminal
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Table 2.2: Network architecture and parameters for robot to human embedding. Network

architecture is defined from the top of the table to the bottom, with the first and last layer

being input and output, respectively.

Operator Params

Linear, Linear 3, 1

ReLU, ReLU

Linear, Linear 128, 128

ReLU

Linear 8

Table 2.3: Network architecture and parameters for action prediction. Network architecture

is defined from the top of the table to the bottom, with the first and last layer being input

and output, respectively.

Operator Params

Linear, Linear 8, 13

ReLU, ReLU

Linear, Linear 64, 64

ReLU

Linear 10

nodes consist of a set of action primitives (such as push, twist, pull). A corpus of sentences

(i.e., action sequences in our case) is fed to the grammar induction algorithm presented

in [TPZ13], and the grammar is induced by greedily generating And-Or fragments according

to the data likelihood; the fragments represent compositional substructures that are com-

bined to form a complete grammar. In our case, the grammar is learned from segmented

and labeled human demonstrations. The resulting grammar offers a compact symbolic rep-
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Table 2.4: Hyper-parameters used during training.

Parameter Value

Autoencoder learning rate 5e-5

Action predictor learning rate 5e-5

Balance param. (β) 1

Batch size 16

No. of epochs 150

resentation of the task and captures the hierarchical structure of the task, including different

action sequences for different bottles, as well as different action sequences for the same bot-

tle. Examples of the T-AOG learning progress are shown in Fig. 2.6. The nodes connected

by red edges in Fig. 2.6C indicate a parse graph sampled from the grammar, and its terminal

nodes compose an action sequence for robot execution.

Based on the action sequences observed in human demonstrations, the induced grammar

can be used to parse and predict robot action sequences likely to lead to opening the medicine

bottle successfully, assuming each robot action corresponds to an equivalent human action.

The induced grammar can be parsed to generate new, unseen, and valid action sequences for

solving similar tasks (e.g ., opening different medicine bottles), and thus the grammar can

be used with symbolic planning methods, such as the Earley Parser [QJZ18]. We denote the

process of planning actions using a parser and the action grammar as the symbolic planner.

Hence, the symbolic planner endows the robot with the ability to ask itself from a mechanistic

perspective: based on what I have done thus far and what I observed the human do, which

actions are likely to open the bottle at the end of the sequence?

The symbolic planner utilizes stochastic context-free grammars to represent tasks, where

the terminal nodes (words) are actions and sentences are action sequences. Given an action

grammar, the planner finds the optimal action to execute next based on the action history,
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Figure 2.6: An example of action grammar induced from human demonstrations. Green

nodes represent And-nodes, and blue nodes represent Or-nodes. Probabilities along edges

emanating from Or-nodes indicate the parsing probabilities of taking each branch. Grammar

model induced from (A) 5 demonstrations, (B) 36 demonstrations, (C) 64 demonstrations.

The grammar model in (C) also shows a parse graph highlighted in red, where red numbers

indicate temporal ordering of actions. Copyright reserved to original publication [EGL19].

analogous to predicting the next word given a partial sentence.

The action grammar is induced using labeled human demonstrations, and we assume the

robot has an equivalent action for each human action. Each demonstration forms a sentence,

xi, and the collection of sentences from a corpus, xi ∈ X. The segmented demonstrations are

used to induce a stochastic context-free grammar using the method presented in [TPZ13].

This method pursues T-AOG fragments to maximize the likelihood of the grammar producing

the given corpus. The objective function is the posterior probability of the grammar given
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the training data X:

p(G|X) ∝ p(G)p(X|G) =
1

Z
e−α||G||

∏
xi∈X

p(xi|G), (2.4)

where G is the grammar, xi = (a1, a2, . . . , am) ∈ X represents a valid sequence of actions

with length m from the demonstrator, α is a constant, ||G|| is the size of the grammar, and

Z is the normalizing factor. Fig. 2.6 shows examples of induced grammars of actions.

During the symbolic planning process, this grammar is used to compute which action is

the most likely to open the bottle based on the action sequence executed thus far and the

space of possible future actions. A pure symbolic planner picks the optimal action based on

the grammar prior:

a∗t+1 = arg max
at+1

p(at+1 | a0:t, G), (2.5)

where at+1 is the next action, and a0:t is the action sequence executed thus far. This grammar

prior can be obtained by a division of two grammar prefix probabilities: p(at+1 | a0:t, G) =

p(a0:t+1 |G)
p(a0:t |G)

, where the grammar prefix probability p(a0:t |G) measures the probability that a0:t

occurs as a prefix of an action sequence generated by the action grammar G. Based on a clas-

sic parsing algorithm—the Earley parser [Ear70]—and dynamic programming, the grammar

prefix probability can be obtained efficiently by the Earley-Stolcke parsing algorithm [Sto95].

An example of pure symbolic planning is shown in Fig. 2.7.

However, due to the fixed structure and probabilities encoded in the grammar, always

choosing the action sequence with the highest grammar prior is problematic since it provides

no flexibility. An alternative pure symbolic planner picks the next action to execute by

sampling from the grammar prior:

at+1 ∼ p(· | a0:t, G). (2.6)

In this way, the symbolic planner samples different grammatically correct action sequences

and increases the adaptability of the symbolic planner. In the experiments, we choose to

sample action sequences from the grammar prior.
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Figure 2.7: Action grammars and grammar prefix trees used for parsing. (A) An example

action grammar. (B) A grammar prefix tree with grammar priors. The numbers along edges

are the prefix or parsing probabilities of the action sequence represented by the path from the

root node to the node pointed by the edge. When the corresponding child node of an edge

is an action terminal, the number along the edge represents a prefix probability; when the

corresponding child is a parsing terminal e, the number represents the parsing probability of

the entire sentence. In this example, the action sequence “grasp, push, twist, pull” has the

highest probability of 0.6. The root ε represents the empty symbol where no terminals were

parsed. Copyright reserved to original publication [EGL19].

In contrast to the haptic model, this symbolic planner lacks the adaptability to real-

time sensor data. However, this planner encodes long-term temporal constraints that are

missing from the haptic model, since only grammatically correct sentences have non-zero

probabilities. The GEP adopted in this chapter naturally combines the benefits of both the

haptic model and the symbolic planner; see the next section.

2.2.3 Integration of Symbolic Planner and Haptic Model

To integrate the long-term task structure induced by the symbolic planner and manipulation

strategy learned from haptic signals, we seek to combine the symbolic action planner and
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embodied haptic model using the generalized Earley parser (GEP) [QJZ18]. The GEP is

a grammar parser that works on a sequence of sensory data; it combines any context-free

grammar model with probabilistic beliefs over possible labels (grammar terminals) of sensory

data. The output of the GEP is the optimal segmentation and label sentence of the raw

sensory data; a label sentence is optimal when its probability is maximized according to the

grammar priors and the input belief over labels while being grammatically correct. The core

idea of the GEP is to efficiently search in the language space defined by the grammar to find

the optimal label sentence.

To adopt the GEP for a robot system, we modify the GEP presented in [QJZ18] for online

planning. The grammar for the GEP remains the same grammar used in the symbolic plan-

ner; however, the GEP’s probabilistic beliefs come from the softmax distribution from the

haptic model. During the action planning process, a stochastic distribution of action labels

predicted by the haptic model is fed into the GEP at every time step. The GEP aggregates

the entire symbolic planning history with the current haptic prediction and outputs the best

parse to plan the most likely next action. Intuitively, such an integration of the symbolic

planner and haptic model enables the robot to ask itself: based on the human demonstration,

the poses and forces I perceive right now and the action sequence I have executed thus far,

which action has the highest likelihood of opening the bottle?

The integrated GEP model finds the next optimal action considering both the action

grammar G and the haptic input ft:

a∗t+1 = arg max
at+1

p(at+1 | a0:t, ft, G). (2.7)

Conceptually, this can be thought of as a posterior probability that considers both the

grammar prior and the haptic signal likelihood. The next optimal action is computed by

an improved generalized Earley parser (GEP) [QJZ18]; GEP is an extension of the classic

Earley parser [Ear70]. In the present work, we further extend the original GEP to make it

applicable to multisensory inputs and provide an explanation in real-time for robot systems,

instead of for offline video processing.
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The computational process of GEP is to find the optimal label sentence according to both

a grammar and a classifier output of probabilities of labels for each time step. In our case,

the labels are actions, and the classifier output is given by the haptic model. Optimality here

means maximizing the joint probability of the action sequence according to the grammar

prior and haptic model output while being grammatically correct.

The core idea of the algorithm is to directly and efficiently search for the optimal label

sentence in the language defined by the grammar. The grammar constrains the search space

to ensure that the sentence is always grammatically correct. Specifically, a heuristic search

is performed on the prefix tree expanded according to the grammar, where the path from

the root to a node represents a partial sentence (prefix of an action sequence).

GEP is a grammar parser, capable of combining the symbolic planner with low-level

sensory input (haptic signals in this chapter). The search process in the GEP starts from

the root node of the prefix tree, which is an empty terminal symbol indicating no terminals

are parsed. The search terminates when it reaches a leaf node. In the prefix tree, all leaf

nodes are parsing terminals e that represent the end of parse, and all non-leaf nodes represent

terminal symbols (i.e., actions). The probability of expanding a non-leaf node is the prefix

probability, i.e., how likely is the current path being the prefix of the action sequence. The

probability of reaching a leaf node (parsing terminal e) is the parsing probability, i.e., how

likely is the current path to the last non-leaf node being the executed actions and the next

action. In other words, the parsing probability measures the probability that the last non-

leaf node in the path will be the next action to execute. It is important to note that this

prefix probability is computed based on both the grammar prior and the haptic prediction;

in contrast, in the pure symbolic planner, the prefix probability is computed based on only

the grammar prior. An example of the computed prefix and parsing probabilities and output

of GEP is given by Fig. 2.8. For an algorithmic description of this process, see [EGL19].

The original GEP is designed for offline video processing. In this chapter, we made mod-

ifications to enable online planning for a robotic task. The major difference between parsing
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Time step ✏ grasp
grasp
push

grasp
pinch

grasp
push
twist

grasp
pinch
twist

grasp
push
twist
pull

grasp
pinch
twist
pull

0 0.000 0.600 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 0.000 0.360 0.036 0.024 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.036 0.025 0.101 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.000
3 0.000 0.004 0.005 0.069 0.003 0.010 3.6e-04 2.4e-04
4 0.000 3.6e-04 6.8e-04 0.007 0.005 0.048 3.2e-04 0.001
5 0.000 3.6e-05 9.0e-05 7.2e-04 0.003 0.033 4.9e-04 0.005

prefix 1.000 0.600 0.060 0.119 0.009 0.058 0.001 0.006
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Time step grasp push pinch twist pull

0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
1 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
2 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.1
3 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.1
4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1
5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1
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Figure 2.8: An example of the generalized Earley parser (GEP). (A) A classifier is applied

to a 6-frame signal and outputs a probability matrix as the input. (B) A table of the

cached probabilities of the algorithm. For all expanded action sequences, it records the

parsing probabilities at each time step and prefix probabilities. (C) Grammar prefix tree

with the classifier likelihood. The GEP expands a grammar prefix tree and searches in

this tree. It finds the best action sequence when it hits the parsing terminal e. It finally

outputs the best label “grasp, pinch, pull” with a probability 0.033. The probabilities of

children nodes do not sum to 1 because grammatically incorrect nodes are eliminated from

the search and the probabilities are not re-normalized [QJZ18]. Copyright reserved to original

publication [EGL19].

and planning is the uncertainty about past actions: there is uncertainty about observed

actions during parsing. However, during planning, there is no uncertainty about executed

actions—the robot directly chooses which actions to execute, thereby removing any ambi-

guity regarding which action was executed at a previous timestep. Hence, we need to prune

the impossible parsing results after executing each action; each time after executing an ac-

tion, we change the probability vector of that action to a one-hot vector. This modification
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Figure 2.9: Explanations generated by the symbolic planner and the haptic model. (A) Sym-

bolic (mechanistic) and haptic (functional) explanations at a0 of the robot action sequence.

(B), (C), and (D) show the explanations at times a2, a8, and a9, where ai refers to the ith

action. Note that the red on the robot gripper’s palm indicates a large magnitude of force

applied by the gripper, and green indicates no force; other values are interpolated. These

explanations are provided in real-time as the robot executes. Copyright reserved to original

publication [EGL19].

effectively prunes the action sequences that contain the impossible actions executed thus far

by the robot.
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2.3 Explanation Generation

The haptic model and symbolic planner are capable of providing explanations to humans

about robot behavior in real-time. Mechanistic explanations can be generated by the sym-

bolic planner in the form of action sequences as they represent the process of opening a

medicine bottle. Functional explanations can be provided by a visualization of the internal

robot gripper state (effects) used in the haptic model. It is worth noting that these models

are capable of providing such explanations but are not the only means of producing them.

Alternative action planners and haptic models could produce similar explanations, as long as

the robot systems are able to learn the corresponding representations for haptic prediction

and task structure. Fig. 2.9 shows the explanation panels over an action sequence. These

visualizations are shown in real-time, providing direct temporal links between explanation

and execution.

To visualize the forces imposed by the robot gripper, we first identify the max force

magnitude in all the force signal data collected from human demonstrations. Then, all force

data is normalized to the value between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to pure green in the

visualization, and 1 pure red. The value in between is interpolated linearly and displayed on

the robot’s palm.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Robot Results

Fig. 2.10A and Fig. 2.10B show the success rate of the robot in performing the task of opening

the 3 medicine bottles used in human demonstrations and 2 new, unseen medicine bottles,

respectively; see more generalization results in Fig. 2.11. The 2 generalization bottles locking

mechanisms that are similar (but not identical) to the ones used in human demonstrations,

and the low-level haptic signals are significantly different, posing challenges in transferring
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the learned knowledge to novel unseen cases. Each bottle and model was executed 31 times on

our robot platform. In the testing experiments, Bottle 1 is a regular bottle without a locking

mechanism, Bottle 2 has a push-twist locking mechanism, and Bottle 3 requires pinching

specific points on the lid to unlock. In the generalization experiments, Bottle 4 also does

not have a locking mechanism, and Bottle 5 has a push-twist locking mechanism but with a

different shape, size, and haptic signals compared with the ones in the human demonstrations.

For both the testing and generalization experiments, the robot’s task performance measured

by the success rates decreases as the bottle’s locking mechanism becomes more complex, as

expected.

To quantitatively compare the difference between the model components, we conduct

ablative experiments on robot task performance using only the symbolic planner and only

the haptic model; see Fig. 2.10. The haptic model and symbolic planner vary in their

relative individual performance, but the combined planner using the GEP yields the best

performance for all cases. Hence, integrating both the long-term task structure provided by

the symbolic planner and the real-time sensory information provided by the haptic model

yields the best robot performance. The symbolic planner provides long-term action planning

and ensures the robot executes an action sequence capturing the high-level structure of the

task. However, models that solely rely on these symbolic structures are brittle to adjust

to perturbations of haptic signals, especially when the task relies more on the haptics as

the complexity increases. On the other hand, models that rely purely on haptic signals are

unable to impose multi-step task constraints, and thus may fail to infer a correct sequence

of actions based on the execution history. Our results confirm that by combining these

modalities together, the robot achieves the highest task performance.

Given that multiple modalities are involved in the GEP’s performance, it is crucial to

assess the contributions from different model components. We ran the χ2-test to determine

if different models (GEP, symbolic, and haptic) are statistically different in their ability

to open five bottles (3 bottles used in human demonstrations and 2 new bottles used in
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Figure 2.10: Robot task performance on different bottles with various locking mechanisms

using the symbolic planner, haptic model, and the GEP that integrates both. (A) Testing

performance on bottles observed in human demonstrations. Bottle 1 does not have a locking

mechanism, Bottle 2 employs a push-twist locking mechanism, and Bottle 3 employs a pinch-

twist locking mechanism. (B) Generalization performance on new, unseen bottles. Bottle 4

does not have a locking mechanism, and Bottle 5 employs a push-twist locking mechanism.

The bottles used in generalization have similar locking mechanisms but evoke significantly

different haptic feedback. Regardless of testing on demonstration or unseen bottles, the best

performance is achieved by the GEP that combines the symbolic planner and haptic model.

Copyright reserved to original publication [EGL19].

the generalization task). The robot performs the manipulation task 31 times per medicine

bottle. With the significance level of 0.05, the results show that the performance of the GEP

model is significantly better than both symbolic model (χ2(1) = 10.0916, p = 0.0015) and

haptic model (χ2(1) = 13.0106, p < 0.001). Performance does not show difference between

the symbolic model and the haptic model, χ2(1) = 0.1263, p = 0.7232. These results suggest

that both haptic model and symbolic planner contribute to good task performance; when

the two processes are integrated with the GEP, the success rate of the robot for opening
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Figure 2.11: Additional generalization experiments on bottles augmented with different 3D-

printed caps. The GEP shows good performance across all bottles, indicating the GEP is able

to generalize to bottles with similar locking mechanisms as in the human demonstrations,

but significantly different haptic signals. Copyright reserved to original publication [EGL19].

medicine bottles is improved compared to the performance by the single-module models

based on either the haptic model or the symbolic planner.

2.4.2 Human Experiment

2.4.2.1 Experimental Design

The human experiment aims to examine whether providing explanations generated from the

robot’s internal decisions fosters human trust in machines and what forms of explanation

are the most effective in enhancing human trust. We conducted a psychological study with

150 participants; each was randomly assigned to one of five groups. Our experimental setup

consisted of two phases: familiarization and prediction. During familiarization, all groups

viewed the RGB video, and some groups were also provided with an explanation panel.

During the second phase of the prediction task, all groups only observed RGB videos.
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The five groups consist of the baseline no-explanation group, symbolic explanation group,

haptic explanation group, GEP explanation group, and text explanation group. For the

baseline no-explanation group, participants only viewed RGB videos recorded from a robot

attempting to open a medicine bottle, as shown in Fig. 2.12A. For the other four groups,

participants viewed the same RGB video of robot executions and simultaneously were pre-

sented with different explanatory panels on the right side of the screen. Specifically, the

symbolic group viewed the symbolic action planner illustrating the robot’s real-time inner

decision-making, as shown in Fig. 2.12B. The haptic group viewed the real-time haptic visu-

alization panel, as shown in Fig. 2.12C. The GEP group viewed the combined explanatory

panel, including the real-time robot’s symbolic planning and an illustration of haptic signals

from the robot’s manipulator, namely both Fig. 2.12B-C. The text explanation group was

provided a text description that summarizes why the robot succeeded or failed to open the

medicine bottle at the end of the video, as shown in Fig. 2.12D. See a summary in Fig. 2.12E

for the five experimental groups.

During the familiarization phase, participants were provided two demonstrations of robot

executions, with one successful execution of opening a medicine bottle and one failed exe-

cution without opening the same bottle. The presentation order of the two demonstrations

was counterbalanced across participants. After observing robot executions with explanation

panels, participants were first asked to provide a trust rating for the question: to what ex-

tent do you trust/believe this robot possesses the ability to open a medicine bottle? on a

scale between 0 and 100. The question was adopted from the questionnaire of measuring

human trust in automated systems [JBD00]. This question also clearly included the goal of

the system, to open a medicine bottle, to enhance the reliability in trust measures [CF98].

Hence, the rating provided a direct qualitative measure of human trust in the robot’s ability

to open medicine bottles.

In addition, we designed the second measure to assess the quantitative aspects of trust.

We adopted the definition by Castelfranchi and Falcone [CF98] that quantitative trust is
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Robot Explanation:

The key actions are pushing the 
cap three times and twisting the 
cap three times

Robot Explanation:

The key actions are pushing the 
cap three times and twisting the 
cap two times

Robot Explanation:

I succeeded to open the bottle 
because I pushed on the cap three 
times and twisted the cap twice

A B D

Group RGB (A) Symbolic (B) Haptic (C) Text (D)

Baseline X
Symbolic X X
Haptic X X
GEP X X X
Text X X
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E Summary of human subject groups and explanations presented 

Action sequence:
Approach à Grasp à Push à Twist à
Ungrasp à Move à Grasp à Push à
Twist à Ungrasp à Move à Grasp à
Push à Pull

Action choices: 
1) Approach 4) Ungrasp 
2) Pull 5) Twist
3) Push 6) Move
7) Grasp 8) Pinch

C

Figure 2.12: Illustration of visual stimuli used in human experiment. All five groups ob-

served the RGB video recorded from robot executions, but differed by the access to various

explanation panels. (A) RGB video recorded from robot executions. (B) Symbolic expla-

nation panel. (C) Haptic explanation panel. (D) Text explanation panel. (E) A summary

of which explanation panels were presented to each group. Copyright reserved to original

publication [EGL19].

based on the quantitative dimensions of its cognitive constituents. Specifically, the greater

the human’s belief in the machine’s competence and performance, the greater the human

trust in machines. In the prediction phase, we asked participants to predict the robot’s

next action in a new execution with the same task of opening the same medicine bottle.

Participants viewed different segments of actions performed by the robot and were asked to

answer the prediction question over time. For this measure, participants in all five groups

only observed RGB videos of robot execution during the prediction phase; no group had
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access to any explanatory panel after the familiarization phase. The prediction accuracy

was computed as the quantitative measure of trust, with the presumption that, as the robot

behavior is more predictable to humans, greater prediction accuracy indicates higher degrees

of trust.

Human participants were recruited from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

Department of Psychology subject pool and were compensated with course credit for their

participation. A total of 163 students were recruited, each randomly assigned to one of the

five experimental groups. Thirteen participants were removed from the analysis for failing

to understand the haptic display panel by not passing a recognition task. Hence, the anal-

ysis included 150 participants (mean age of 20.7). The symbolic and haptic explanation

panels were generated as described in Section 2.3. The text explanation was generated by

the authors based on the robot’s action plan to provide an alternate text summary of robot

behavior. Although such text descriptions were not directed yielded by the model, they

could be generated by modern natural language processing methods.

The human experiment included two phases: familiarization and prediction. In the famil-

iarization phase, participants viewed two videos showing a robot interacting with a medicine

bottle, with one successful attempt of opening the bottle and one failed attempt without

opening the bottle. In addition to the RGB videos showing the robot’s executions, different

groups viewed the different forms of explanation panels. At the end of familiarization, par-

ticipants were asked to assess how well they trusted/believed the robot possessed the ability

to open the medicine bottle; see Fig. 2.13 for the illustration of the trust rating question.

Next, the prediction phase presented all groups with only RGB videos of a successful robot

execution; no group had access to any explanatory panels. Specifically, participants viewed

videos segmented by the robot’s actions; for segment i, videos start from the beginning of the

robot execution up to the ith action. For each segment, subjects were asked to predict what

action the robot would execute next; see Fig. 2.14 for an illustration of the action prediction

question.
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Figure 2.13: Qualitative trust question asked to human subjects after observing two demon-

strations of robot execution. This question was immediately asked after the familiarization

phase of the experiment; in other words, we asked this question immediately after the sub-

jects had observed robot executions with access to the explanation panel (if the subject’s

group had access to an explanation panel; i.e. all groups except baseline). Copyright reserved

to original publication [EGL19].

The prediction phase evaluates how well each explanation panel imparts prediction ability

after observing a robot’s behaviors in solving the problem of opening a medicine bottle. Note

that during the familiarization phase, the robot explains its behavior through explanatory

panels, but during the prediction phase, subjects observe the robot executing the task with

only the RGB videos. Thus our prediction question asks “after familiarizing with explanatory

panels, how well are human subjects able to predict robot behavior when observing only RGB

robot executions?” The prediction accuracy is computed as the percentage of correct action

predictions in the sequence. This experimental design examines how well each explanatory

panel imparts prediction ability under new robot executions where no explanation panel is

available. For each question, participants selected from 8 actions: push on the cap, pinch

the cap, pull the cap, twist the cap, grasp the cap, ungrasp the cap, move the left robot arm

to grasping position, and nothing.

Regardless of group assignment, all RGB videos were the same across all groups; i.e., we

show the same RGB video for all groups with varying explanation panels. This experimental
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Figure 2.14: Prediction accuracy question asked to human subjects after each segment of

the robot’s action sequence during the prediction phase of the experiment. No group had

access to explanation panels during the prediction phase; subjects had to predict the action

while only observing RBG videos of each action segment. Copyright reserved to original

publication [EGL19].

design isolates potential effects of execution variations in different robot execution models

presented in Section 2.2; we only seek to evaluate how well explanation panels foster qualita-

tive trust and enhance prediction accuracy and keep robot execution performance constant

across groups to remove potential confounding.

For both qualitative trust and prediction accuracy, the null hypothesis is that the ex-

planation panels foster equivalent levels of trust and yield the same prediction accuracy

across different groups, and therefore no difference in trust or prediction accuracy would
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be observed. The test is a two-tailed independent samples t-test to compare performance

from two groups of participants, as we used between-subjects design in the study, with a

commonly used significance level α = 0.05, assuming t-distribution, and the rejection region

is p < 0.05.

2.4.2.2 Human Study Results

Fig. 2.15A shows human trust ratings from the five different groups. The analysis of vari-

ance (ANOVA) reveals a significant main effect of groups (F (4, 145) = 2.848; p = 0.026)

with the significance level of 0.05. This result suggests that providing explanations about

robot behavior in different forms impacts the degree of human trust in the robot system.

Furthermore, we find that the GEP group with both symbolic and haptic explanation panels

yields the highest trust rating, with a significantly better rating than the baseline group in

which explanations are not provided (independent-samples t-test, t(58) = 2.421; p = 0.019).

Interestingly, the GEP group shows a greater trust rating than the text group in which a

summary description is provided to explain the robot behavior (t(58) = 2.352; p = 0.022),

indicating detailed explanations of the robot’s internal decisions over time is much more

effective in fostering human trust than a summary text description to explain robot behav-

ior. In addition, trust ratings in the symbolic group are also higher than ratings in the

baseline group (t(58) = 2.269; p = 0.027) and higher than ratings in the text explanation

group (t(58) = 2.222; p = 0.030), suggesting symbolic explanations play an important role in

fostering human trust of the robot system. However, the trust ratings in the haptic explana-

tion group are not significantly different from the baseline group, implying that explanations

based only on haptic signals are not effective ways to gain human trust despite the expla-

nations are also provided in real-time. No other significant group differences are observed

between any other pairing of the groups.

The second trust measure based on prediction accuracy yields similar results. All groups

provide action predictions above the chance-level performance of 0.125 (as there are 8 actions
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Figure 2.15: Human results for trust ratings and prediction accuracy. (A) Qualitative mea-

sures of trust: average trust ratings for the five groups. and (B) Average prediction accuracy

for the five groups. The error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. Across both mea-

sures, the GEP performs the best. For qualitative trust, the text group performs most

similarly to the baseline group. For a tabular summary of the data, see [EGL19]. Copyright

reserved to original publication [EGL19].

to choose from), showing that humans are able to predict the robot’s behavior after only a

couple of observations of a robot performing a task. The ANOVA analysis shows a significant

main effect of groups (F (4, 145) = 3.123; p = 0.017), revealing the impact of provided

explanations on the accuracy of predicting the robot’s actions. As shown in Fig. 2.15B,

participants in the GEP group yield significantly higher prediction accuracy than those in

the baseline group (t(58) = 3.285; p = 0.002). Prediction accuracy of the symbolic group also

yields better performance than the baseline group (t(58) = 2.99; p = 0.004). Interestingly, we

find that the text group shows higher prediction accuracy than the baseline group (t(58) =

2.144; p = 0.036). This result is likely due to the summary text description providing a loose

description of the robot’s action plan; such a description decouples the explanation from

the temporal execution of the robot. The prediction accuracy data did not reveal any other

significant group differences among other pairs of groups.

In general, humans appear to need real-time, symbolic explanations of the robot’s internal
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decisions for performed action sequences in order to establish trust in machines when per-

forming multi-step complex tasks. Summary text explanations and explanations only based

on haptic signals are not effective ways to gain human trust, and the GEP and symbolic

group foster similar degrees of human trust to the robot system according to both measures

of trust.

2.5 Conclusion and Discussion

In terms of performance, our results demonstrate that a robot system can learn to solve

challenging tasks from a small number of human demonstrations of opening three medicine

bottles. This success in learning from small data is primarily supported by learning multiple

models for joint inference of task structure and sensory predictions. We found that neither

purely symbolic planning nor a haptic model is as successful as an integrated model including

both processes.

Our model results also suggest that the relative contributions from individual modules,

namely the symbolic planner and haptic predictions, can be influenced by the complexity of

the manipulation task. For example, in testing scenarios, for Bottle 1 with no safety locking

mechanism, the symbolic planner slightly outperforms the haptic model. Conversely, to open

Bottle 3 that has complex locking mechanisms, the haptic model outperforms the symbolic

planner as haptic signals provide critical information for the pinch action needed to unlock

the safety cap. For generalization scenarios with new medicine bottles that are unseen in

human demonstrations, the symbolic planner maintains a similar performance compared to

equivalent bottles in the testing scenarios, whereas the haptic model performance decreases

significantly. We also note that the symbolic planner performance decreases faster as com-

plexity increases, indicating pure symbolic planners are more brittle to circumstances that

require additional haptic sensing. Furthermore, as bottle complexity increases, model perfor-

mance benefits more from integrating the symbolic planner and haptic signals. This trend
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suggests that more complex tasks require the optimal combination of multiple models to

produce effective action sequences.

In terms of explainability, we found that reasonable explanations generated by the robot

system are important for fostering human trust in machines. Our experiments show that

human users place more trust in a robot system that has the ability to provide explanations

using symbolic planning. An intriguing finding from these experiments is that providing

explanations in the form of a summarized text description of robot behavior is not an effective

way to foster human trust. The symbolic explanation panel and text summary panel both

provide critical descriptions of the robot’s behavior at the abstract level, explaining why a

robot succeeded or failed the task. However, the explanations provided by the two panels

differ in their degree of detail and temporal presentation. The text explanation provides a

loose description of the important actions that the robot executes after the robot finished

the sequence. In contrast, the symbolic explanation included in the GEP’s panel provides

human participants with real-time internal decisions that the robot is planning to execute

at each step. This mode of explanation enables the visualization of task structure for every

action executed during the sequence and likely evokes a sense that the robot actively makes

rational decisions.

However, it is not the case that a detailed explanation is always the best approach to

foster human trust. A functional explanation of real-time haptic signals is not very effective

in gaining human trust in this particular task. Information at the haptic level may be

excessively tedious and may not yield a sense of rational agency that allows the robot to

gain human trust. To establish human trust in machines and enable humans to predict robot

behaviors, it appears that an effective explanation should provide a symbolic interpretation

and maintain a tight temporal coupling between the explanation and the robot’s immediate

behavior.

Taking together both performance and explanation, we found that the relative contribu-

tions of different models for generating explanations may differ from their contributions to
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maximizing robot performance. For task performance, the haptic model plays an important

role for the robot to successfully open a medicine bottle with high complexity. However,

the major contribution to gain human trust is made by real-time mechanistic explanations

provided by the symbolic planner. Hence, model components that impart the most trust do

not necessarily correspond to those components contributing to the best task performance.

This divergence is intuitive as there is no requirement that components responsible for gen-

erating better explanations are the same components contributing to task performance; they

are optimizing different goals. This divergence also implies that the robotics community

should adopt model components that gain human trust, while also integrating these compo-

nents with high-performance ones to maximize both human trust and successful execution.

Robots endowed with explainable models offer an important step towards integrating robots

into daily life and work.
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CHAPTER 3

Generalization and Transfer in Causal Learning

In this chapter, we examine a learning problem in an interventional setting and show human

learns are capable of causal abstraction, show model-free reinforcement is not, and present

a hierarchical Bayesian capable of achieving near-human performance. The ability of agents

to learn and reuse knowledge is a fundamental characteristic of general intelligence and is

essential for agents to succeed in novel circumstances [LH07]. The key research question

in the field of causal learning is how various intelligent systems, ranging from rats to hu-

mans and machines, can acquire knowledge about cause-effect relations in novel situations.

Decades ago, a number of researchers ([SD88, Sha91]) suggested that causal knowledge can

be acquired by a basic learning mechanism, associative learning, that non-human animals

commonly employ in classical conditioning paradigms to learn the relationship between stim-

uli and responses. A major theoretical account of associative learning is the Rescorla-Wagner

model, guided by prediction error in updated associative weights on cue-effect links [RW72].

However, subsequent research has produced extensive evidence that human causal learn-

ing depends on more sophisticated processes than associative learning of cue-effect links [HC11];

e.g ., humans explore and experiment with dynamic physical scenarios to refine causal hy-

potheses [BGT18, SF15]. Researchers have demonstrated that humans uncover causal rela-

tionships through the discovery of abstract causal structure [WH92] and causal strength [Che97].

Simultaneously, causal graphical models and Bayesian statistical inference have been devel-

oped to provide a general representational framework for how causal structure and strength

are discovered [GT05, LYL08, GT09, TGK06, BLS15, BDG17, HC11]. Under such a frame-
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work, causal connections encode a structural model of the world. States represent some

status in the world, and connections between states imply the presence of a causal relation-

ship. However, a critical component in causal learning is active interaction with the physical

world, based on whether perceived information matches predictions from causal hypotheses.

In this chapter, we combine causal learning (a form of model-building) with a model-based

planner to effectively achieve tasks in environments where dynamics are unknown.

In contrast to this work beyond the associative account of causal understanding, recent

success in the field of deep reinforcement learning (RL) has produced a wide body of research,

showcasing agents learning how to play games [MKS15, SHM16, SLA15, SWD17] and develop

complex robotic motor skills [LFD16, LHP15]. RL focuses on learning what to do by mapping

situations to actions to maximize a reward signal [SB98]. RL has historically been closely

linked with associative learning theory and conceives of learning as essentially a process

of trial and error. The connection between classical conditioning and temporal-difference

learning, a central element of RL, is widely acknowledged [SB90]. Hence, RL could be

considered as a modern version of associative learning, where learning is not only guided

by prediction error, but also by other learning mechanisms, notably the estimation of the

reward function.

Despite this success, the majority of model-free RL methods still have great difficulty

transferring learned policies to new environments with consistent underlying mechanics but

some dissimilar surface features [ZVM18, KSM17]. This deficiency is due to the limited

scope of the agent’s overall objective: learning which actions will likely lead to future rewards

based on the current state of the environment. In traditional RL architectures, changes to

the location and orientation of critical elements (instance-level) in the agent’s environment

appear as entirely new states, even though their functionality often remains the same (in

the abstract-level). Since model-free RL agents do not attempt to encode transferable rules

governing their environment, new situations appear as entirely new worlds. Although an

agent can devise expert-level strategies through experiences in an environment, once that
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environment is perturbed, the agent must repeat an extensive learning process to relearn an

effective policy in the altered environment.

With these significant developments in RL, is it possible for modern learning models to

acquire human-like causal knowledge? To address this question, we designed a novel task to

examine learning of action sequences governed by different causal structures, allowing us to

determine in what situations humans can transfer their learned causal knowledge. Our design

involves two types of basic causal structures (common cause (CC) and common effect (CE);

see Fig. 3.2). When multiple causal chains are consolidated into a single structure, they can

form either CC or CE schemas. Previous studies using an observational paradigm have found

an asymmetry in human learning for common-cause and common-effect structures [WH92].

To design a novel environment for humans, we developed a virtual “escape room”. Imag-

ine that you find yourself trapped in an empty room where the only means of escape is

through a door that will not open. Although there is no visible keyhole on the door–nor do

you see any keys lying around–there are some conspicuous levers sticking out of the walls.

Your first instinct might be to pull the levers at random to see what happens, and given

the outcome, you might revise your theory about how lever interactions relate to the open-

ing of the door. We refer to this underlying theory as a causal schema: i.e., a conceptual

organization of events identified as cause and effect [Hei58]. These schemas are discovered

with experience and can potentially be transferred to novel target problems to infer their

characteristics [KLH17].

In the escape room example, one method of unlocking the door is to induce the causal

schema connecting lever interactions to the door’s locking mechanism. However, it remains

unclear whether people are equally proficient in uncovering CC and CE schemas in novel

situations. In the current study, we first assessed whether human causal learning can be

impacted by the underlying structure, comparing learning of a CC structure with learning

of a CE structure. We then examined whether learning one type of causal structure can

facilitate subsequent learning of a more complex version of the same schema involving a
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greater number of causal variables. We compared human performance in a range of learning

situations with that of a deep RL model to determine whether behavioral trends can be

captured by an algorithm that learns solely by reward optimization with no prior knowledge

about causal structure.

After examining whether or not RL can acquire human-level causal knowledge, we present

a hierarchical Bayesian learner capable of producing similar learning trends as human learn-

ers. For the hierarchical Bayesian learner, the transfer learning problem is viewed as a

combination of instance-level associative learning and abstract-level causal learning. We

propose: (i) a bottom-up associative learning scheme that determines which attributes are

associated with changes in the environment, and (ii) a top-down causal structure learning

scheme that infers which atomic causal structures are useful for a task. The outcomes of

actions are used to update beliefs about the causal hypothesis space, and our agent learns a

dynamics model capable of solving the escape room task.

This chapter integrates multiple modeling approaches to produce a highly capable agent

that can learn causal schemas and transfer knowledge to new scenarios. The contributions

of this chapter:

1. Showcasing a new environment specifically designed to test causal generalization;

2. Examining how human learners perform in causal generalization tasks;

3. Examining how well model-free RL performs in causal generalization tasks;

4. Learning a bottom-up associative theory that encodes which objects and actions con-

tribute to causal relations;

5. Learning which top-down atomic causal schemas are solutions, thereby learning gen-

eralized abstract task structure; and

6. Integrating the top-down and bottom-up learning scheme with a model-based planner

to optimally select interventions from causal hypotheses.
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Abstract

Learning transferable knowledge across similar but different
settings is a fundamental component to generalized intelli-
gence. In this paper, we approach the transfer learning chal-
lenge from a causal theory perspective. Our agent is endowed
with two basic yet general theories for transfer learning: (i) a
task shares a common abstract structure that is invariant across
domains, and (ii) the behavior of specific features of the envi-
ronment remain constant across domains. We adopt a Bayesian
perspective of causal theory induction and use these theories
to transfer knowledge between environments. Given these
general theories, the goal is to train an agent by interactively
exploring the problem space to (i) discover, form, and trans-
fer useful abstract and structural knowledge, and (ii) induce
useful knowledge from the instance-level attributes observed
in the environment. Specifically, the agent seeks to learn a
model capturing both specific environments and environments
in general. A hierarchy of Bayesian structures is used to model
abstract-level structural causal knowledge, and an instance-
level associative learning scheme learns which specific objects
can be used to induce state changes through interaction. This
model-learning scheme is then integrated with a model-based
planner to achieve a task in the OpenLock environment, a
virtual “escape room” with a complex hierarchy that requires
agents to reason about an abstract, generalized causal structure.
We compare performances against a set of predominate rein-
forcement learning (RL) algorithms. RL agents showed poor
ability transferring learned knowledge across different trials.
Whereas the proposed model revealed similar performance
trends as human learners, and more importantly, demonstrated
transfer behavior across trials and learning situations.1

1 Introduction
The ability of agents to learn and reuse knowledge is a
fundamental characteristic of general intelligence and is es-
sential for agents to succeed in novel circumstances (Legg
and Hutter 2007). Humans demonstrate a remarkable abil-
ity to transfer causal knowledge between environments gov-
erned by the same underlying mechanics, in spite of ob-
servational changes to the features of the environment (Ed-
monds et al. 2018). Early psychological research framed

Copyright c© 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

1The proposed algorithm and all baseline algorithms can be
found on the project website: test.
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Lever

Door

button

Door

(a) Room layout

(b) Pushing lever

(c) Pushing door

Figure 1: (a) Starting configuration of a 3-lever OpenLock
room. The arm in the middle can interact with levers by either
pushing outward or pulling inward, achieved by clicking
either the outer or inner regions of the levers’ radial tracks.
Light gray levers are always locked; however, this is unknown
to agents. The door can be pushed only after being unlocked.
The green button serves as the mechanism to push on the
door. The black circle on the door indicates whether or not
the door is unlocked; locked if present, unlocked if absent.
(b) Pushing on a lever. (c) Opening the door.

causal understanding as learning stimulus-response relation-
ships through observation in classical conditioning experi-
mental paradigms (Shanks and Dickinson 1988; Rescorla
and Wagner 1972). However, more recent studies show
human understanding of causal mechanisms in the distal
world (Holyoak and Cheng 2011) is more complex than
covariation between observed (perceptual) variables; e.g.,
humans explore and experiment with dynamic physical sce-
narios to refine causal hypotheses (Bramley et al. 2018;
Stahl and Feigenson 2015).

Since the associative account, researchers have demon-
strated that humans rely heavily on the discovery of abstract
causal structure (Waldmann and Holyoak 1992) and causal
strength (Cheng 1997) to uncover causal relationships. Si-
multaneously, causal graphical models and Bayesian sta-
tistical inference have been developed to provide a gen-
eral representational framework for how causal structure
and strength are discovered (Griffiths and Tenenbaum 2005;

Figure 3.1: (a) Starting configuration of a 3-lever OpenLock room. The arm can interact

with levers by either pushing outward or pulling inward, achieved by clicking either the

outer or inner regions of the levers’ radial tracks, respectively. Light gray levers are always

locked; however, this is unknown to agents. The door can be pushed only after being

unlocked. The green button serves as the mechanism to push on the door. The black

circle on the door indicates whether or not the door is unlocked; locked if present, unlocked

if absent. (b) Pushing on a lever. (c) Opening the door. Copyright reserved to original

publication [EMQ20].

The work presented in this chapter was the result of three publications and in collabo-

ration with Colin Summers, Xiaojian Ma, James Kubricht, Siyuan Si, Brandon Rothrock,

Yixin Zhu, Hongjing Lu, and Song-Chun Zhu [EKS18, EQZ19, EMQ20]. The authors’ con-

tributions include developing the simulation environment, designing and running human ex-

periments, designing and implementing causal theory induction, designing RL experiments,

and data analysis. All other portions of the project were not completed by the author.
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3.1 OpenLock Task

The OpenLock task, originally presented in [EKS18], requires agents to “escape” from a

virtual room by unlocking and opening a door. The door is unlocked by manipulating the

levers in a particular sequence (see Fig. 3.1a). Each lever can be manipulated using the

robotic arm to push or pull on levers. Only a subset of the levers, specifically grey levers,

are involved in unlocking the door (i.e., active levers). White levers are never involved in

unlocking the door (i.e., inactive levers); however, this information is not provided to agents.

Thus, at the instance-level, agents are expected to learn that grey levers are always part of

solutions and white levers are not. Agents are also tasked with finding all solutions in the

room, instead of a single solution.

Schemas: The door locking mechanism is governed by two causal schemas: common

cause (CC) and common effect (CE). We use the terms common cause 3 (CC3) and common

effect 3 (CE3) for schemas with three levers involved in solutions, and common cause 4

(CC4) and common effect 4 (CE4) with four levers; see Fig. 3.2. Three-lever trials have

two solutions; four-lever trials have three solutions. Agents are required to find all solutions

within a specific room to ensure that they form either CC or CE schema structure; a single

solution corresponds to a causal chain.

Constraints: Agents also operate under an action-limit constraint, where only 3 actions

(referred to as an attempt) can be used to (i) push or pull on (active or inactive) levers, or (ii)

push open the door. This action-limit constraint prevents the search depth of interactions

with the environment. After 3 actions, regardless of the outcome, the attempt terminates,

and the environment resets. Regardless of whether the agent finds all solutions, agents are

also constrained to a limited number of attempts in a particular room (referred to as a trial ;

i.e., a sequence of attempts in a room, resulting in finding all the solutions or running out

of attempts). An optimal agent will use at most N + 1 attempts to complete a trial, where

N is the number of solutions in the trial. One attempt would be used to identify the role of
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Figure 2: (a) Common Cause 3 (CC3) causal structure. (b)
Common Effect 3 (CE3) causal structure. (c) Common Cause
4 (CC4) causal structure. (d) Common Effect 4 (CE4) causal
structure. L0, L1, L2 denote different locks, and D the door.

(ii) push open the door. This action-limit constraint prevents
the search depth of interactions with the environment. After
3 actions, regardless of the outcome, the attempt terminates,
and the environment resets. Regardless of whether the agent
finds all solutions, agents are also constrained to a limited
number of attempts in a particular room (referred to as a trial;
i.e., a sequence of attempts in a room, resulting in finding all
the solutions or running out of attempts). An optimal agent
will use at most N + 1 attempts to complete a trial, where N
is the number of solutions in the trial. One attempt would be
used to identify the role of every lever in the abstract schema,
and N attempts would be used for each solution.

Training: Training sessions contain only 3-lever trials.
After finishing a trial, the agent is placed in another trial (i.e.,
room) with the same underlying causal schema but with a
different arrangement of levers. If agents are forming a useful
abstraction of task structure, the knowledge they acquired
in previous trials should accelerate their ability to find all
solutions in the present and future trial.

Testing: In the transfer phase, we examine agents’ ability
to generalize the learned abstract causal schema to differ-
ent but similar environments. We use four transfer condi-
tions consisting of (i) congruent cases where the transfer
schema adopt the same structure but with an additional lever
(CE3-CE4 and CC3-CC4), and (ii) incongruent cases where
the underlying schema is changed with an additional lever
(CC3-CE4 and CE3-CC4). We compare these transfer results
against two baseline conditions (CC4 and CE4), where the
agent is trained in a sequence of 4-lever trials.

While seemingly simple, this task is unique and challeng-
ing for several reasons. First, requiring the agent to find all
solutions rather than a single solution enforces the task as a
CC or CE structure, instead of a single causal chain. Second,
transferring the agent between trials with the same underlying
causal schema but different lever positions encourages effi-
cient agents to learn an abstract representation of the causal
schema, rather than learning instance-level policies tailored
to a specific trial. We would expect agents unable to form this
abstraction to perform poorly in any transfer condition. Third,
the congruent and incongruent transfer conditions test how
well agents are able to adapt their learned knowledge to dif-
ferent but similar causal circumstances. These characteristics
of the OpenLock task present challenges for current machine
learning algorithms, especially model-free RL algorithms.

3 Causal Theory Induction
Causal theory induction provides a Bayesian account of how
hierarchical causal theories can be induced from data (Grif-
fiths and Tenenbaum 2005; 2009; Tenenbaum, Griffiths, and
Kemp 2006). The key insight is: hierarchy enables abstrac-
tion. At the highest level, a theory provides general back-
ground knowledge about a task or environment. Theories
consist of principles, principles lead to structure, and struc-
ture leads to data. The hierarchy used here is shown in Fig. 3a.
Our agent utilizes two theories to learn a model of the Open-
Lock environment: (i) an instance-level associative theory
regarding which attributes and actions induce state changes in
the environment, denoted as the bottom-up β theory, and (ii)
an abstract-level causal structure theory about which atomic
causal structures are useful for the task, denoted as the top-
down γ theory.

Notation, Definition, and Space: A hypothesis space,
ΩC , is defined over possible causal chains, c ∈ ΩC . Each
chain is defined as a tuple of subchains: c = (c0, . . . , ck),
where k is the length of the chain and each subchain is de-
fined as a tuple ci = (ai, si, cr

a
i , cr

s
i ). Each ai is an action

node that the agent can execute, si is a state node, crai is a
causal relation that defines how a state si transitions under
an action ai, and crsi is a causal relation that defines how
state si is affected by changes to the previous state, si−1.
Each si is defined by a set of time-invariant attributes, φi and
time-varying fluents, fi (Thielscher 1998; Maclaurin 1742;
Newton and Colson 1736); i.e., si = (φi, fi). Action nodes
can be directly intervened on, but state nodes cannot. This
means an agent can directly influence (i.e., execute) an ac-
tion, but how those actions affect the world must be actively
learned. The structure of the general causal chain is shown
in the uninstantiated causal chain in Fig. 3a. As an example
using Fig. 1a and the first causal chain in the causal chain
level of Fig. 3a, if the agent executes push on the upper lever,
the lower lever may transition from pulled to pushed, and the
left lever may transition from locked to unlocked.

The space of states is defined as ΩS = Ωφ×ΩF , where the
space of attributes Ωφ consists of position and color, and the
space of fluents ΩF consists of binary values for lever status
(pushed or pulled) and lever lock status (locked or unlocked).
The space of causal relations is defined as ΩCR = ΩF ×ΩF ,
capturing the possibly binary transitions between previous
fluent values and the next fluent values.

State nodes encapsulate both the time-invariant (attributes)
and time-varying (fluents) components of an object. At-
tributes are defined by low-level features (e.g., position, color,
shape, orientation). These low-level attributes provide general
background knowledge about how specific objects change
under certain actions; e.g., which levers can be pushed/pulled.

Method Overview: Our agent induces instance-level
knowledge regarding which objects (i.e., instances) can
produce causal state changes through interaction (see Sec-
tion 3.1) and simultaneously learns an abstract structural
understanding of the task (i.e., schemas; see Section 3.2).
The two learning mechanisms are combined to form a causal
theory of the environment, and the agent uses this theory to
reason about the optimal action to select based on past ex-

Figure 3.2: (a) common cause 3 (CC3) causal structure. (b) common effect 3 (CE3) causal

structure. (c) common cause 4 (CC4) causal structure. (d) common effect 4 (CE4) causal

structure. L0, L1, L2 denote different locks, and D the door. Copyright reserved to original

publication [EMQ20].

every lever in the abstract schema, and N attempts would be used for each solution.

Training: Training sessions contain only 3-lever trials. After finishing a trial, the agent

is placed in another trial (i.e., room) with the same underlying causal schema but with a

different arrangement of levers. If agents are forming a useful abstraction of task structure,

the knowledge they acquired in previous trials should accelerate their ability to find all

solutions in the present and future trials.

Transfer: In the transfer phase, we examine agents’ ability to generalize the learned

abstract causal schema to different but similar environments. We use four transfer condi-

tions consisting of (i) congruent cases where the transfer schema adopts the same structure

but with an additional lever (CE3-CE4 and CC3-CC4), and (ii) incongruent cases where

the underlying schema is changed with an additional lever (CC3-CE4 and CE3-CC4). We

compare these transfer results against two baseline conditions (CC4 and CE4), where the

agent is trained in a sequence of 4-lever trials.

While seemingly simple, this task is unique and challenging for several reasons. First,

requiring the agent to find all solutions rather than a single solution enforces the task as

a CC or CE structure, instead of a single causal chain. Second, transferring the agent be-

tween trials with the same underlying causal schema but different lever positions encourages
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efficient agents to learn an abstract representation of the causal schema, rather than learn-

ing instance-level policies tailored to a specific trial. We would expect agents unable to

form this abstraction to perform poorly in any transfer condition. Third, the congruent and

incongruent transfer conditions test how well agents are able to adapt their learned knowl-

edge to different but similar causal circumstances. These characteristics of the OpenLock

task present challenges for current machine learning algorithms, especially model-free RL

algorithms.

3.2 Causal Theory Induction

Causal theory induction provides a Bayesian account of how hierarchical causal theories

can be induced from data [GT05, GT09, TGK06]. The key insight is hierarchy enables

abstraction. At the highest level, a theory provides general background knowledge about a

task or environment. Theories consist of principles, principles lead to structure, and structure

leads to data. The hierarchy used here is shown in Fig. 3.3a. Our agent utilizes two theories

to learn a model of the OpenLock environment: (i) an instance-level associative theory

regarding which attributes and actions induce state changes in the environment, denoted

as the bottom-up β theory, and (ii) an abstract-level causal structure theory about which

atomic causal structures are useful for the task, denoted as the top-down γ theory.

Notation, Definition, and Space: A hypothesis space, ΩC , is defined over possible

causal chains, c ∈ ΩC . Each chain is defined as a tuple of subchains: c = (c0, . . . , ck), where k

is the length of the chain, and each subchain is defined as a tuple ci = (ai, si, cr
a
i , cr

s
i ). Each

ai is an action node that the agent can execute, si is a state node, crai is a causal relation

that defines how a state si transitions under an action ai, and crsi is a causal relation that

defines how state si is affected by changes to the previous state, si−1. Each si is defined

by a set of time-invariant attributes, φi and time-varying fluents, fi [Thi98, Mac42, NC36];

i.e., si = (φi, fi). Action nodes can be directly intervened on, but state nodes cannot. This
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Atomic schema, gM
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Abstract schema, gA
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<latexit sha1_base64="+0xu7g0LUI3zgsm8YohhbUwFb24=">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</latexit>

Causal chain, c
<latexit sha1_base64="Bw0TJkuoQxCo8d/hRtFOLGIcpE8=">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</latexit>

Causal subchain, ci
<latexit sha1_base64="4dVvWtUj7NvjrzeUPw0u9Zqzeao=">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</latexit>

X Y Z
<latexit sha1_base64="U9w0IzUwmyV+OexQ8FoQQRB6594=">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</latexit>

X

Y Z
<latexit sha1_base64="rpOxnkq0jlqf0IsuEWsMATuwg8A=">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</latexit>

X Y

Z
<latexit sha1_base64="FsEXwfZIn5EP9n0rInYuRnpkWXA=">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</latexit>

N0 N1

N2

N3
<latexit sha1_base64="xXh8qnyvL3XV+XX0zGqi+pU+fy4=">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</latexit>

N0

N1 N2

N3
<latexit sha1_base64="s7wIjQB/5LC5rQatY58a0d+Uofs=">AAAFS3icpZNLb9NAEIDdkEIJrxaOXFaklVrJiWynFUioqIILp6pIpK1kW9V6PUlW8e5au2ua1PKFK/w1fgC/A3FBHNi1A/RBxaEjRZrM45vxzGySZ1Rpz/u61LrVXr59Z+Vu5979Bw8fra49PlSikASGRGRCHidYQUY5DDXVGRznEjBLMjhKpm+s/+gDSEUFf6/nOcQMjzkdUYK1MZ2sLX2PEhhTXmo6Pcsp0YWEqoOMRFykEKYSn7qIUEkycBHlHCRSkO96uXYZ5ZQVDCl6BruBn+sYYY02PdffQpv73hYq1/dPvPXq5c14Pa+/s+N6luk3TP/GzL/IoEEGN0e6vfq7Bw1w8AdoWWGSYTJ1e6/iZjK9Xl36fxH+tRH+ImJwbURwLiICnl7Y8Mlq1+t7taCrir9Qus5CDk7WWrtRKkjBgGuSYaVC38wiLrHU1Myo6kSFmY+pjscQGpVjBiou6wOt0IaxpGgkpPlxjWrr+YwSM6XmLDGRDOuJuuyzxn/5wkKPXsQl5XmhgZOm0KjIkBbIXjtKqQSis7lRMJHU9IrIBEtMtHkTnQtl7HiqxmTVjCYSy3lJcEZcLQGUmwtF7auhfOxiKcWpcg2McuWqCc5B9ccgGGhJibtRLyUFImT90FQ/N71LyM2CbPplDxMyn1hHQ1rkm++VdPabbgckMmV6tL5OxOGUCMawWW1knvhcTYTUdV9V6MfhwK4nYnXZrKyB0SQRszKSRQZhlFIGs1xGdiNW50EQaZhp+z/o9YNcRyYRz+Ky61dlfzvXVdVQ2BQk722zYsGzMzdJ5bAqzWXMq5JVJa+ipt9y26+MmIPzL5/XVeUw6PuDfvAu6O69XpzeivPUeeZsOr7z3Nlz3joHztAhraj1sfWp9bn9pf2t/aP9swltLS1ynjgXZHn5F2WdrCI=</latexit>

N0 N1

N2 N3

N4
<latexit sha1_base64="pXCkxt93sC8otdI0LzlVUs5EUS8=">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</latexit>

. . .<latexit sha1_base64="NXTVkOsAfTg5I7QIbMKKxEzGwmQ=">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</latexit>

upper left

lower

door
<latexit sha1_base64="S7AQN2X/L6ZOtkwIJE4l1hghrbE=">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</latexit>

left door

upper

lower
<latexit sha1_base64="QkPI+F2W47k+XwGvB+PhIYOpBPU=">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</latexit>

lower right

door

left
<latexit sha1_base64="KH1TRbQ/IsqgacvFFoRtGZiWoVs=">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</latexit>

. . .<latexit sha1_base64="NXTVkOsAfTg5I7QIbMKKxEzGwmQ=">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</latexit>

left

lower

door

push

push

push

{PL ) PH}

{PL ) PH}

{PL ) PH}

{L ) U}

{L ) U}

<latexit sha1_base64="wp/s+BACnKqC1juANGJVt/1OgW0=">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</latexit>

upper

lower

door

push

push

push

{PL ) PH}

{PL ) PH}

{PL ) PH}

{L ) U}

{L ) U}

<latexit sha1_base64="HnA3xUZXGnXpIbTblPaFS3Bwlcw=">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</latexit>

upper

push

{PL ) PH}
<latexit sha1_base64="BsjJ1UoC2rvsU7qr940h3AuQv6A=">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</latexit>

lower

push

{PL ) PH}
{L ) U}

<latexit sha1_base64="DX9PIxvIBSsAYmvqYr4eabZZLRs=">AAAJ7HicrVZLb+M2ENambbJ2X5v22ItQO0ACyIKoJJsFCheL9rKHHlKg2V3Acg2aGtuEKVIgqdpeVf+i6KXotf+pP6ZASVmWH3GyQRsCNkjOzDfvoYYpo0oHwd9PDj748KPDo6eN5seffPrZ58+Ov3itRCYJ3BDBhHw7xAoY5XCjqWbwNpWAkyGDN8Pp95b+5heQigr+k16k0E/wmNMRJVibq8Hx4e/REMaU55pO36WU6ExC0YzsSekFg5zBSBfdHuZkImR3Bkr3N8mSjicbdMAlPYZRlGaMQZxf/1Cszmpiz6+qMxNkas4rcsari5ui6ZoVcRFDDxijqYK+i7V7GnjIDy/P3FOlsYbgzM2LbzZ4Y4lnnrsjEazYkWGPNMy11jkTM5BFJXxyj3RnU2G4gRAL8QAA5F96RuoUExvsYEPeBqN4n/VWPPCvLmsEdAfC/RZ0An8NET4EglBJGHiUc5CugrQbpNpLKKdJlriKvoMuukz1UkPHWlibqbW0brajdEIHQftxwFcOGHBUg6PHAkdr08MaPdxBt11QFYV/5bnIP7cypHQ2qgNa1XzhtiPTcwtlOkJjKcWs7W6w2DYoou3s7+AHPirh0f+G32+/cRotHQgfScMqouc2OC/WwWkTOQh+Vu0tb8uhUSchsP4+3+fvciLca81qbNzy+JYO8/98r8//SUtk6603ZJhMvc63/fVM6nTqgbOyZy8r2mAN72StJ0fNG5zdYUA9Ih5gQT0L3mPCpl+/rtr7Pka0Ztyvvb8epitGqzoCHm89QYNnLZO1crm3N6jatJxqXQ+OD7pRLEiWANeEYaV6yPR+P8dSUzMSzCuTmXlgbMBj6Jktxwmofl6+oIV7Ym5idySk+XHtlrebEjlOlFokQ8OZYD1RuzR7uY/Wy/ToRT+nPM00cLJUNMqYq4Vrn2M3phKIZguzwURSY6tLJliaBJlHu7mlxoanWF7ZLaNDieUiJ5gRT0sA5aVCUZtYysdeWcLKM2CUK09NcArKH4NIQEtKvJMyNzEQIcsvAeWnxnYJqUmTFd+lJEKauWgIS6RK3vgr6XyFbgMkmDI2Wloz4jAjIkmwSe1OaxU91O+d2/RESamW5SVgNBmKeR7JjEEvimkC81RGNiN2z8OwbEh7Djt+mOrICOJ5P2+hIvcvUl0US5RkCpJ3LpKswrMxN0Lm0yI3lbEo8qTIeREt7c0vUGGWKTi0W163N69DH5374Y9h6+V3Vek9db5yvnZOHeRcOS+dV861c+OQw3+OWkfeUafBG781/mj8uWQ9eFLJfOlsrcZf/wKPgDio</latexit>

door

push{L ) U}

<latexit sha1_base64="Mr6x9OElrk4DvyT7NRzXi9/sJXo=">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</latexit>

p(gM ; �)
<latexit sha1_base64="lSQZE0vaY6wDmhnMQWxwR2JSvNM=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBQUvRS9ehAr2A9pYNttNunQ3ibubQgn9HV48KOLVH+PNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZp4Xc6a0bX9buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BUUSIJbZCIR7LtYUU5C2lDM81pO5YUC4/Tlje8mfqtEZWKReGDHsfUFTgImc8I1kZy43LweHfVDbAQ+LRXLNkVewa0TJyMlCBDvVf86vYjkggaasKxUh3HjrWbYqkZ4XRS6CaKxpgMcUA7hoZYUOWms6Mn6MQofeRH0lSo0Uz9PZFiodRYeKZTYD1Qi95U/M/rJNq/dFMWxommIZkv8hOOdISmCaA+k5RoPjYEE8nMrYgMsMREm5wKJgRn8eVl0qxWnLNK9f68VLvO4sjDERxDGRy4gBrcQh0aQOAJnuEV3qyR9WK9Wx/z1pyVzRzCH1ifP70JkW0=</latexit>

p(gA; �)
<latexit sha1_base64="/wR3EEE2acAGwM7DTtidHB4s1+k=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBQUvVS8eK9gPaGPZbDfp0t0k7m4KJfR3ePGgiFd/jDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeV7MmdK2/W3lVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QVNFiSS0QSIeybaHFeUspA3NNKftWFIsPE5b3vB26rdGVCoWhQ96HFNX4CBkPiNYG8mNy8Hj9VU3wELg016xZFfsGdAycTJSggz1XvGr249IImioCcdKdRw71m6KpWaE00mhmygaYzLEAe0YGmJBlZvOjp6gE6P0kR9JU6FGM/X3RIqFUmPhmU6B9UAtelPxP6+TaP/STVkYJ5qGZL7ITzjSEZomgPpMUqL52BBMJDO3IjLAEhNtciqYEJzFl5dJs1pxzirV+/NS7SaLIw9HcAxlcOACanAHdWgAgSd4hld4s0bWi/Vufcxbc1Y2cwh/YH3+AKp5kWE=</latexit>

p(gI |do(q); �)
<latexit sha1_base64="2kWmEETbepqdi+vQ9FF10szEIh0=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dJNsAjtpiRVUHBTdKO7CvYBbSyTySQdOjOJMxMhxPorblwo4tYPceffOG2z0NYDFw7n3Mu993gxJVLZ9rextLyyurZe2Chubm3v7Jp7+20ZJQLhFopoJLoelJgSjluKKIq7scCQeRR3vNHlxO88YCFJxG9VGmOXwZCTgCCotDQwS3ElvLt+9KPKffW8H0LGYHVglu2aPYW1SJyclEGO5sD86vsRShjmClEoZc+xY+VmUCiCKB4X+4nEMUQjGOKephwyLN1sevzYOtKKbwWR0MWVNVV/T2SQSZkyT3cyqIZy3puI/3m9RAVnbkZ4nCjM0WxRkFBLRdYkCcsnAiNFU00gEkTfaqEhFBApnVdRh+DMv7xI2vWac1yr35yUGxd5HAVwAA5BBTjgFDTAFWiCFkAgBc/gFbwZT8aL8W58zFqXjHymBP7A+PwBT5WT5w==</latexit>

p(c|do(q); �)
<latexit sha1_base64="0y9lJws27FV2R5Fu9PD2L3ewklE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvQbspMFRTcFN24rGAf0A4lk8m0oUlmTDJKmfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/MW1noa0HLhzOuZd77/FjRpV2nG8rt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH9jFw5aKEolJE0cskh0fKcKoIE1NNSOdWBLEfUba/uhm5rcfiVQ0Evd6HBOPo4GgIcVIG6lvF+MyngRR+aFy1RsgzlGlb5ecqjMHXCVuRkogQ6Nvf/WCCCecCI0ZUqrrOrH2UiQ1xYxMC71EkRjhERqQrqECcaK8dH76FJ4aJYBhJE0JDefq74kUcaXG3DedHOmhWvZm4n9eN9HhpZdSESeaCLxYFCYM6gjOcoABlQRrNjYEYUnNrRAPkURYm7QKJgR3+eVV0qpV3bNq7e68VL/O4siDY3ACysAFF6AObkEDNAEGT+AZvII3a2K9WO/Wx6I1Z2UzR+APrM8f9k2TKA==</latexit>

p(ci|do(⌧, q); �)
<latexit sha1_base64="2KvixuzZO2C5vAPNVBZ5Z1pL400=">AAACAnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZN4GQxCAhJ2o6DgJejFYwTzgGwIvbOzyZCZ3XVmVggxePFXvHhQxKtf4c2/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXeXn3CmtON8WwuLS8srq5m17PrG5ta2vbNbU3EqCa2SmMey4YOinEW0qpnmtJFICsLntO73rkZ+/Z5KxeLoVvcT2hLQiVjICGgjte39JE/a7CGI856G9PiucOF1QAgo4Ladc4rOGHieuFOSQ1NU2vaXF8QkFTTShINSTddJdGsAUjPC6TDrpYomQHrQoU1DIxBUtQbjF4b4yCgBDmNpKtJ4rP6eGIBQqi980ylAd9WsNxL/85qpDs9bAxYlqaYRmSwKU451jEd54IBJSjTvGwJEMnMrJl2QQLRJLWtCcGdfnie1UtE9KZZuTnPly2kcGXSADlEeuegMldE1qqAqIugRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/UxaV2wpjN76A+szx995pYy</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="wnCYp9k7ym6+w2psvUSlSiCYxy4=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtyhiZZEG0tMBIxwIXvLAhv29i67c0Zy4V/YWGiMrf/Gzn/jAlco+JJJXt6bycy8IJbCoOt+O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/QNFGiGW+wSEb6PqCGS6F4AwVKfh9rTsNA8lYwup76rUeujYjUHY5j7od0oERfMIpWeih3kD9hSien3WLJrbgzkGXiZaQEGerd4lenF7Ek5AqZpMa0PTdGP6UaBZN8UugkhseUjeiAty1VNOTGT2cXT8iJVXqkH2lbCslM/T2R0tCYcRjYzpDi0Cx6U/E/r51g/9JPhYoT5IrNF/UTSTAi0/dJT2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtSwYbgLb68TJrVindWqd6el2pXWRx5OIJjKIMHF1CDG6hDAxgoeIZXeHOM8+K8Ox/z1pyTzRzCHzifP06ykK0=</latexit>

Abstract-level Structure Learning
<latexit sha1_base64="+P6NMwUqgm9P9MbJAokMsZn2P6M=">AAACCnicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmlZjYSO6w0BK1sbDAKB8JELK3zMGGvb3L7hwJIdQ2/hUbC42x9RfY+W9cPgoFXzLJy3szmZnnx1IYdN1vJ7W0vLK6ll7PbGxube9kd/cqJko0hzKPZKRrPjMghYIyCpRQizWw0JdQ9XvXY7/aB21EpB5wEEMzZB0lAsEZWqmVPbz0DWrG8VRCHyS9R51wTDTQW2BaCdVpZXNu3p2ALhJvRnJkhlIr+9VoRzwJQSGXzJi658bYHDKNgksYZRqJgZjxHutA3VLFQjDN4eSVET22SpsGkbalkE7U3xNDFhozCH3bGTLsmnlvLP7n1RMMLppDoeIEQfHpoiCRFCM6zoW2hQaOcmAJ41rYWynvsnEyNr2MDcGbf3mRVAp57yxfuCvkilezONLkgByRE+KRc1IkN6REyoSTR/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7Q15cxm9skfOJ8/YMmasQ==</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="v0C1SROR1pMUbMaRK5tCQm0ofRo=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtyhiZZEG0tMBIxwIXvLAhv29i67c0Zy4V/YWGiMrf/Gzn/jAlco+JJJXt6bycy8IJbCoOt+O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/QNFGiGW+wSEb6PqCGS6F4AwVKfh9rTsNA8lYwup76rUeujYjUHY5j7od0oERfMIpWeih3kD9hGkxOu8WSW3FnIMvEy0gJMtS7xa9OL2JJyBUySY1pe26Mfko1Cib5pNBJDI8pG9EBb1uqaMiNn84unpATq/RIP9K2FJKZ+nsipaEx4zCwnSHFoVn0puJ/XjvB/qWfChUnyBWbL+onkmBEpu+TntCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjakgg3BW3x5mTSrFe+sUr09L9WusjjycATHUAYPLqAGN1CHBjBQ8Ayv8OYY58V5dz7mrTknmzmEP3A+fwBQOJCu</latexit>

Subchain Posterior
<latexit sha1_base64="fi2GJSJl+8fbpo6NA90oGyQYvqg=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrxqOXwSB4CrvxoMegF48RzQOSJcxOepMhszPLzKwYQn7FiwdFvPoj3vwbJ4+DJhY0FFXddHdFqeDG+v63t7a+sbm1ndvJ7+7tHxwWjooNozLNsM6UULoVUYOCS6xbbgW2Uo00iQQ2o+HN1G8+ojZcyQc7SjFMaF/ymDNqndQtFO+ziA0ol6SmjEXNle4WSn7Zn4GskmBBSrBArVv46vQUyxKUlglqTDvwUxuOqbacCZzkO5nBlLIh7WPbUUkTNOF4dvuEnDmlR2KlXUlLZurviTFNjBklketMqB2YZW8q/ue1MxtfhWMu08yiZPNFcSaIVWQaBOlxjcyKkSOUae5uJS4ITZlLweRdCMHyy6ukUSkHF+XKXaVUvV7EkYMTOIVzCOASqnALNagDgyd4hld48ybei/fufcxb17zFzDH8gff5AxLXlHU=</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="3r0F2MUJfOW8aJVrYPSL1yk62qM=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtyhiZZEG0tMBIxwIXvLAhv29i67c0Zy4V/YWGiMrf/Gzn/jAlco+JJJXt6bycy8IJbCoOt+O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/QNFGiGW+wSEb6PqCGS6F4AwVKfh9rTsNA8lYwup76rUeujYjUHY5j7od0oERfMIpWeih3kD9hyian3WLJrbgzkGXiZaQEGerd4lenF7Ek5AqZpMa0PTdGP6UaBZN8UugkhseUjeiAty1VNOTGT2cXT8iJVXqkH2lbCslM/T2R0tCYcRjYzpDi0Cx6U/E/r51g/9JPhYoT5IrNF/UTSTAi0/dJT2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtSwYbgLb68TJrVindWqd6el2pXWRx5OIJjKIMHF1CDG6hDAxgoeIZXeHOM8+K8Ox/z1pyTzRzCHzifP1G+kK8=</latexit>

Instance-level Inductive Learning
<latexit sha1_base64="wwgu5s/VjL41ay4QR89ldzOZmwQ=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVrarAbBxnAXCy2DNgYsIpgPSELY20ySJXt7x+5cIITUNv4VGwtFbP0Fdv4bNx+FJj4YeLw3w8y8IJbCoOd9O6mV1bX1jfRmZmt7Z3fP3T+omCjRHMo8kpGuBcyAFArKKFBCLdbAwkBCNejfTPzqALQRkXrAYQzNkHWV6AjO0Eot97ioDDLF4VzCACQtqnbCUQyA3gHTSqhuy816OW8Kukz8OcmSOUot96vRjngSgkIumTF134uxOWIaBZcwzjQSAzHjfdaFuqWKhWCao+krY3pqlTbtRNqWQjpVf0+MWGjMMAxsZ8iwZxa9ififV0+wc9UcCRUnCIrPFnUSSTGik1xoW2jgKIeWMK6FvZXyHtOMo00vY0PwF19eJpV8zr/I5e/z2cL1PI40OSIn5Iz45JIUyC0pkTLh5JE8k1fy5jw5L8678zFrTTnzmUPyB87nDyb9mow=</latexit>

p(ci|⇢i, do(⌧, q); �,�) / p(⇢i|ci;�)p(ci|do(⌧, q); �)
<latexit sha1_base64="g9Ak2WYNN488WRn+67eG+psVNhA=">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</latexit>

p(⇢i|ci;�)
<latexit sha1_base64="YEqFQoQfFBJKxbevCGS2/3+qTSE=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBHqpiRVUHBTdOOygn1AE8JkOmmHTmbCzEQIsf6KGxeKuPVD3Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPWHCqNKO822trK6tb2yWtsrbO7t7+/bBYUeJVGLSxoIJ2QuRIoxy0tZUM9JLJEFxyEg3HN9M/e4DkYoKfq+zhPgxGnIaUYy0kQK7ktQ8ORIBfcQBvfJCotFpYFedujMDXCZuQaqgQCuwv7yBwGlMuMYMKdV3nUT7OZKaYkYmZS9VJEF4jIakbyhHMVF+Pjt+Ak+MMoCRkKa4hjP190SOYqWyODSdMdIjtehNxf+8fqqjSz+nPEk14Xi+KEoZ1AJOk4ADKgnWLDMEYUnNrRCPkERYm7zKJgR38eVl0mnU3bN64+682rwu4iiBI3AMasAFF6AJbkELtAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrY966YhUzFfAH1ucPLJyUdQ==</latexit>

p(⇢i|ai;�)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZOINPfr8eWQ9B5/FlipI3mv0o8s=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZSkCgpuim5cVrAPaEKYTCft0MlMmJkINRZ/xY0LRdz6H+78G6dtFtp64MLhnHu5954wYVRpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dSIpWYNLFgQnZCpAijnDQ11Yx0EklQHDLSDofXE799T6Sigt/pUUL8GPU5jShG2kiBfZBUPDkQAX1EAb30QqLRCQzsslN1poCLxM1JGeRoBPaX1xM4jQnXmCGluq6TaD9DUlPMyLjkpYokCA9Rn3QN5Sgmys+m14/hsVF6MBLSFNdwqv6eyFCs1CgOTWeM9EDNexPxP6+b6ujCzyhPUk04ni2KUga1gJMoYI9KgjUbGYKwpOZWiAdIIqxNYCUTgjv/8iJp1aruabV2e1auX+VxFMEhOAIV4IJzUAc3oAGaAIMH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHrLVg5TP74A+szx+GL5Sd</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

grey
<latexit sha1_base64="sOLvsTR+UxzYVUnkzdX/sW+KxoQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRV0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0s4m7k2II/R1ePCji1R/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWaeHwuu0XG+rcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6ShRDJosEpHq+FSD4BKayFFAJ1ZAQ19A2x/fzvz2BJTmkXzANAYvpEPJA84oGsnrITwhYjZUkE775YpTdeawV4mbkwrJ0eiXv3qDiCUhSGSCat11nRi9jCrkTMC01Es0xJSN6RC6hkoagvay+dFT+8woAzuIlCmJ9lz9PZHRUOs09E1nSHGkl72Z+J/XTTC49jIu4wRBssWiIBE2RvYsAXvAFTAUqSGUKW5utdmIKsrQ5FQyIbjLL6+SVq3qXlRr95eV+k0eR5GckFNyTlxyRerkjjRIkzDySJ7JK3mzJtaL9W59LFoLVj5zTP7A+vwBueeSuA==</latexit>

white<latexit sha1_base64="nKwcoA8lyTNvxqfnHKNcCW2YpWM=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV000SPRi0dM5JHASmaHBibMzm5mekWy4T+8eNAYr/6LN//GAfagYCWdVKq6090VxFIYdN1vZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBzWTZRoDjUeyUg3A2ZACgU1FCihGWtgYSChEQxvpn7jEbQRkbrHcQx+yPpK9ARnaKWHNsITIqajgUCYdApFt+TOQJeJl5EiyVDtFL7a3YgnISjkkhnT8twY/ZRpFFzCJN9ODMSMD1kfWpYqFoLx09nVE3pqlS7tRdqWQjpTf0+kLDRmHAa2M2Q4MIveVPzPayXYu/JToeIEQfH5ol4iKUZ0GgHtCg0c5dgSxrWwt1I+YJpxtEHlbQje4svLpF4ueeel8t1FsXKdxZEjx+SEnBGPXJIKuSVVUiOcaPJMXsmbM3JenHfnY9664mQzR+QPnM8fhWSTLA==</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

push
<latexit sha1_base64="ZTLkaZ952L97iqh9ne54vt5r3/Y=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI9ELx4xkUcCGzI7DDBhdnad6SWSDd/hxYPGePVjvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUMFGiGa+zSEa6FVDDpVC8jgIlb8Wa0zCQvBmMbmd+c8y1EZF6wEnM/ZAOlOgLRtFKfgf5EyKmcWKG026x5JbdOcgq8TJSggy1bvGr04tYEnKFTFJj2p4bo59SjYJJPi10EsNjykZ0wNuWKhpy46fzo6fkzCo90o+0LYVkrv6eSGlozCQMbGdIcWiWvZn4n9dOsH/tp0LFCXLFFov6iSQYkVkCpCc0ZygnllCmhb2VsCHVlKHNqWBD8JZfXiWNStm7KFfuL0vVmyyOPJzAKZyDB1dQhTuoQR0YPMIzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MHx8OSwQ==</latexit>

pull
<latexit sha1_base64="Tgl++7gvsxVdFU4yiPqniSsWnkM=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI9ELx4xkUcCGzI7NDBhdnad6SWSDd/hxYPGePVjvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUMFGiOdR5JCPdCpgBKRTUUaCEVqyBhYGEZjC6nfnNMWgjIvWAkxj8kA2U6AvO0Ep+B+EJEdM4kXLaLZbcsjsHXSVeRkokQ61b/Or0Ip6EoJBLZkzbc2P0U6ZRcAnTQicxEDM+YgNoW6pYCMZP50dP6ZlVerQfaVsK6Vz9PZGy0JhJGNjOkOHQLHsz8T+vnWD/2k+FihMExReL+omkGNFZArQnNHCUE0sY18LeSvmQacbR5lSwIXjLL6+SRqXsXZQr95el6k0WR56ckFNyTjxyRarkjtRInXDySJ7JK3lzxs6L8+58LFpzTjZzTP7A+fwBwy2Svg==</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="TtIgPQprnJE4HSS++PuM3etxya8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlptcvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPe+uMuQ==</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="9fcUy+IojPgOgVbR/skgdFCU9Gg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGC/cA2lM120y7dbMLuRCyh/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LRzdRvPXJtRKzucZxwP6IDJULBKFrpoYv8CREzd9Irld2KOwNZJl5OypCj3it9dfsxSyOukElqTMdzE/QzqlEwySfFbmp4QtmIDnjHUkUjbvxsdvGEnFqlT8JY21JIZurviYxGxoyjwHZGFIdm0ZuK/3mdFMMrPxMqSZErNl8UppJgTKbvk77QnKEcW0KZFvZWwoZUU4Y2pKINwVt8eZk0qxXvvFK9uyjXrvM4CnAMJ3AGHlxCDW6hDg1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58zFtXnHzmCP7A+fwB66WREw==</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="adRpIZt3lSaNrO4CYp/+o/gyKs8=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGC/cA2lM120i7dbMLuRCyh/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk41hwaPZazbATMghYIGCpTQTjSwKJDQCkY3U7/1CNqIWN3jOAE/YgMlQsEZWumhi/CEiJk36ZXKbsWdgS4TLydlkqPeK311+zFPI1DIJTOm47kJ+hnTKLiESbGbGkgYH7EBdCxVLALjZ7OLJ/TUKn0axtqWQjpTf09kLDJmHAW2M2I4NIveVPzP66QYXvmZUEmKoPh8UZhKijGdvk/7QgNHObaEcS3srZQPmWYcbUhFG4K3+PIyaVYr3nmlendRrl3ncRTIMTkhZ8Qjl6RGbkmdNAgnijyTV/LmGOfFeXc+5q0rTj5zRP7A+fwB7SqRFA==</latexit> 2<latexit sha1_base64="YtDkI+a6qDElBCOqqCQTPHmMFH0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGC/cA2lM120i7dbMLuRCyh/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk41hwaPZazbATMghYIGCpTQTjSwKJDQCkY3U7/1CNqIWN3jOAE/YgMlQsEZWumhi/CEiFl10iuV3Yo7A10mXk7KJEe9V/rq9mOeRqCQS2ZMx3MT9DOmUXAJk2I3NZAwPmID6FiqWATGz2YXT+ipVfo0jLUthXSm/p7IWGTMOApsZ8RwaBa9qfif10kxvPIzoZIUQfH5ojCVFGM6fZ/2hQaOcmwJ41rYWykfMs042pCKNgRv8eVl0qxWvPNK9e6iXLvO4yiQY3JCzohHLkmN3JI6aRBOFHkmr+TNMc6L8+58zFtXnHzmiPyB8/kD7q+RFQ==</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="BxoFW+ratr+P1gVXcCKzG1XErrE=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbBRI9ELx4xkUeEDZkdBpgwO7uZ6TWSDX/hxYPGePVvvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNFGiGW+wSEa6HVDDpVC8gQIlb8ea0zCQvBWMb2Z+65FrIyJ1j5OY+yEdKjEQjKKVHrrInxAxrU57xZJbducgq8TLSAky1HvFr24/YknIFTJJjel4box+SjUKJvm00E0Mjykb0yHvWKpoyI2fzi+ekjOr9Mkg0rYUkrn6eyKloTGTMLCdIcWRWfZm4n9eJ8HBlZ8KFSfIFVssGiSSYERm75O+0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNqSCDcFbfnmVNCtlr1qu3F2UatdZHHk4gVM4Bw8uoQa3UIcGMFDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PhatOSebOYY/cD5/APA0kRY=</latexit>
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of top-down and bottom-up processes. (a) Abstract-level structure

learning hierarchy. Atomic schemas gM provide the top-level structural knowledge. Abstract

schemas gA are structures specific to a task, but not a particular environment. Instantiated

schemas gI are structures specific to a task and a particular environment. Causal chains

c are structures representing a single attempt; an abstract, uninstantiated causal chain is

also shown for notation. Each subchain ci is a structure corresponding to a single action.

(b) The subchain posterior is computed using abstract-level structure learning and instance-

level inductive learning. (c) Instance-level inductive learning. Each likelihood term is learned

from causal events, ρi. Copyright reserved to original publication [EMQ20].
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means an agent can directly influence (i.e., execute) an action, but how the action affects

the world must be actively learned. The structure of the general causal chain is shown in the

uninstantiated causal chain in Fig. 3.3a. As an example using Fig. 3.1a and the first causal

chain in the causal chain level of Fig. 3.3a, if the agent executes push on the upper lever,

the lower lever may transition from pulled to pushed, and the left lever may transition from

locked to unlocked.

The space of states is defined as ΩS = Ωφ×ΩF , where the space of attributes Ωφ consists

of position and color, and the space of fluents ΩF consists of binary values for lever status

(pushed or pulled) and lever lock status (locked or unlocked). The space of causal relations

is defined as ΩCR = ΩF × ΩF , capturing the possibly binary transitions between previous

fluent values and the next fluent values.

State nodes encapsulate both the time-invariant (attributes) and time-varying (fluents)

components of an object. Attributes are defined by low-level features (e.g ., position, color,

and orientation). These low-level attributes provide general background knowledge about

how specific objects change under certain actions; e.g ., which levers can be pushed/pulled.

Method Overview: Our agent induces instance-level knowledge regarding which ob-

jects (i.e., instances) can produce causal state changes through interaction (see Section 3.2.1)

and simultaneously learns an abstract structural understanding of the task (i.e., schemas;

see Section 3.2.2). The two learning mechanisms are combined to form a causal theory of

the environment, and the agent uses this theory to reason about the optimal action to select

based on past experiences (i.e., interventions; see Section 3.2.3). After taking an action, the

agent observes the effects and updates its model of both instance-level and abstract-level

knowledge.
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3.2.1 Instance-level Inductive Learning

The agent seeks to learn which instance-level components of the scene are associated with

causal events; i.e., we wish to learn a likelihood term to encode the probability that a causal

event will occur. We adhere to a basic yet general associative learning theory: causal relations

induce state changes in the environment, and non-causal relations do not, referred to as the

bottom-up β theory. We learn two independent components: attributes and actions, and

we assume they are independent to learn a general associative theory, rather than specific

knowledge regarding an exact causal circumstance.

We define Ωφ, the space of attributes, such as position and color, and learn which at-

tributes are associated with levers that induce state changes in the environment. Specifically,

an object is defined by its observable features; i.e., the attributes φ. We also define ΩA, a

set of actions, and learn a background likelihood over which actions are more likely to in-

duce a state change. We assume attributes and actions are independent and learn each

independently.

Our agent learns a likelihood term for each attribute φij and action ai using Dirichlet

distributions because they serve as a conjugate prior to the multinomial distribution. First,

a global Dirichlet parameterized by αG is used across all trials to encode long-term beliefs

about various environments. Upon entering a new trial, a local Dirichlet parameterized by

αL ∈ [1, 10] is initialized to kαG, where k is a normalizing factor. Such design of using a

scaled local distribution is necessary to allow αL to adapt faster than αG within one trial;

i.e., agents must adapt more rapidly to the current trial compared to across all trials. Thus,

we have a set of Dirichlet distributions to maintain beliefs: a Dirichlet for each attribute

(e.g ., position, and color) as well as a Dirichlet for actions. Similarly, we maintain a Dirichlet

distribution over each action ai to encode beliefs regarding which actions are more likely to

cause a state change, independent from any particular circumstance.

We introduce ρ to represent a causal event or observation occurring in the environment.
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Our agent wishes to assess the likelihood of a particular causal chain producing a causal

event. The agent computes this likelihood by decomposing the chain into subchains

p(ρ|c; β) =
∏
ci∈c

p(ρi|ci; β), (3.1)

where p(ρi|ci; β) is formulated as

p(ρi|ci; β) = p(ρi|φi0, . . . , φik, ai; β) (3.2)

=
p(φi0, . . . , φik, ai|ρi; β)p(ρi; β)

p(φi0, . . . , φik, ai; β)
(3.3)

=

p(ρi; β)p(ai|ρi; β)
∏

φij∈si
si∈ci

p(φij|ρi; β)

p(ai; β)
∏

φij∈si
si∈ci

p(φij; β)
(3.4)

=

p(ρi; β)p(ρi|ai;β)p(ai;β)
p(ρi;β)

∏
φij∈si
si∈ci

p(ρi|φij ;β)p(φij ;β)

p(ρi;β)

p(ai; β)
∏

φij∈si
si∈ci

p(φij; β)
(3.5)

=

p(ρi|ai; β)
∏

φij∈si
si∈ci

p(ρi|φij; β)

p(ρi; β)k
(3.6)

∝ p(ρi|ai; β)
∏
φij∈si
si∈ci

p(ρi|φij; β), (3.7)

yielding the final derivation

p(ρi|ci; β) ∝ p(ρi|ai; β)
∏
φij∈si
si∈ci

p(ρi|φij; β), (3.8)

where k is the number of attributes of the state node si in ci, and p(ρi|φij; β) and p(ρi|ai; β)

follow multinomial distributions parameterized by a sample from the attribute and action

Dirichlet distribution, respectively. We assume p(ρi; β) is uniform. Note that this derivative

is effectively a Naive Bayes approximation of the true joint distribution, p(ρi|φi0, . . . , φik, ai; β).

This scheme combines a set of attributes with a single action but can be easily extended

to include multiple actions or additional dimensions to consider for instance-level learning.

This knowledge encodes a naive Bayesian view of causal events by independently examining

how frequently attributes and actions were involved in causal events.
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Intuitively, this bottom-up associative likelihood encodes a naive Bayesian prediction of

how likely a particular subchain is to be involved with any causal event by considering how

frequently the attributes and actions have been in causal events in the past, without regard

for task structure. For example, we would expect an agent in OpenLock to learn that grey

levers move under certain circumstances and white levers never move. This instance-level

learning provides the agent with task-invariant, basic knowledge about which subchains are

more likely to produce a causal effect.

3.2.2 Abstract-level Structure Learning

In this section, we outline how the agent learns abstract schemas; these schemas are used to

encode generalized knowledge about task structure that is invariant to a specific observational

environment.

A space of atomic causal schemas, ΩgM , of causal chain, CC, and CE, serve as categories

for the Bayesian prior. The belief in each atomic schema is modeled as a multinomial

distribution, whose parameters are defined by a Dirichlet distribution. This root Dirichlet

distribution’s parameters are updated after every trial according to the top-down causal

theory γ, computed as the minimal graph edit distance between an atomic schema and

the trial’s solution structure. This process yields a prior over atomic schemas, denoted as

p(gM ; γ), and provides the prior for the top-down inference process. Such abstraction allows

agents to transfer beliefs between the abstract notions of CC and CE without considering

task-specific requirements; e.g ., 3- or 4-lever configurations.

Next, we compute the belief in abstract instantiations of the atomic schemas. These

abstract schemas share structural properties with atomic schemas but have a structure that

matches the task definition. For instance, each schema must have three subchains to account

for the 3-action limit imposed by the environment and should have N trajectories, where N

is the number of solutions in the trial. Each abstract schema is denoted as gA, and the space

of abstract schemas, denoted ΩgA , is enumerated. The belief in an abstract causal schema
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is computed as

p(gA; γ) =
∑

gM∈Ω
gM

p(gA|gM)p(gM ; γ), (3.9)

where p(gM ; γ) is the prior over atomic schemas, whose parameters are provided by the

atomic schema Dirichlet distribution. The term p(gA|gM) is computed as a exponential

distribution:

p(gA|gM) =
1

Z
exp(−D(gA, gM)), (3.10)

where D(gA, gM) is the graph edit distance between the abstract schema gA and the atomic

schema gM , and Z is the normalizing constant, Z =
∑

gA∈Ω
gA

exp(−D(gA, gM)).

The abstract structural space can be used to transfer beliefs between rooms; however,

we need to perform inference over settings of positions and colors in this trial as the agent

executes. Thus, the agent enumerates a space of instantiated schemas ΩgI , where each gI is

an instantiated schema. The agent then computes the belief in an instantiated schema as

p(gI |do(q); γ) =
∑

gA∈Ω
gA

p(gI |gA, do(q))p(gA; γ), (3.11)

where p(gI |gA, do(q)) is computed as a uniform distribution among all gI that haveD(gI , gA) =

0 (ignoring vertex labels) and contain the solutions found thus far q, and 0 elsewhere. Here,

do(q) represents the do operator [Pea09], and q represents the solutions already executed.

Conditioning on do(q) constrains the space to have instantiated solutions that contain the

solutions already discovered by the agent in this trial.

Causal chains c define the next lower level in the hierarchy, where each chain corresponds

to a single attempt. The belief in a causal chain is computed as

p(c|do(q); γ) =
∑

gI∈Ω
gI

p(c|gI , do(q))p(gI |do(q); γ), (3.12)

where p(c|gI , do(q)) is uniform across all c ∈ gI and 0 elsewhere.

Finally, the agent computes the belief in each possible subchain as

p(ci|do(τ, q); γ) =
∑
c∈ΩC

p(ci|c, do(τ, q))p(c|do(q); γ), (3.13)
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where do(τ, q) represents the intervention of performing the action sequence executed thus far

in this attempt τ , and performing all solutions found thus far q. The term p(ci|c, do(τ, q)) is

uniform across all ci ∈ c and 0 elsewhere. This hierarchical process allows the agent to learn

and reason about abstract task structure, taking into consideration the specific instantiation

of the trial, as well as the agent’s history within this trial.0

Additionally, if the agent encounters an action sequence that does not produce a causal

event, the agent prunes all chains that contain the action sequence from ΩC and prunes all

instantiated schemas that contain the corresponding chain from ΩgI . This pruning strategy

means the agent assumes the environment is deterministic and updates its theory about

which causal chains are causally plausible through interactions on the fly.

3.2.3 Intervention Selection

Our agent’s goal is to pick the action it believes has the highest chance of (i) being causally

plausible in the environment and (ii) being part of the solution to the task. We decompose

each subchain ci into its respective parts, ci = (ai, si, cr
a
i , cr

s
i ). The agent combines the

top-down and bottom-up processes into a final subchain posterior:

p(ci|ρi, do(τ, q); γ, β) ∝ p(ρi|ci; β)p(ci|do(τ, q); γ). (3.14)

Next, the agent marginalizes over causal relations and states to obtain a final, action-level

term to select interventions:

p(ai|ρi, do(τ, q); γ, β) =
∑
si∈ΩS

∑
crai ∈ΩCR

∑
crsi∈ΩCR

p(ai, si, cr
a
i , cr

s
i |ρi, do(τ, q); γ, β). (3.15)

The agent uses a model-based planner to produce action sequences capable of opening the

door (following human participant instructions in [EKS18]). The goal is defined as reaching

a particular state s∗, and the agent seeks to execute the action at to maximize the posterior

subject to the constraints that the action appears in the set of chains that satisfy the goal,

ΩC∗ = {c ∈ ΩC | s∗ ∈ c}. We define the set of actions that appear in chains satisfying the
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goal as ΩA∗ = {a ∈ ΩA|∃c ∈ ΩC∗ ,∃ s, cra, crs |(a, s, cra, crs) ∈ c}. The agent’s final planning

goal is

a∗t = arg max
ai∈ΩA∗

p(ai|ρi, do(τ, q); γ, β). (3.16)

At each time step, the agent selects the action that maximizes this planning objective and

updates its beliefs about the world as described in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2. This iter-

ative process consists of optimal decision-making based on the agent’s current understanding

of the world, followed by updating the agent’s beliefs based on the observed outcome.

3.3 Materials and Methods

Next, we illustrate experimental setups for three classes of experiments: (1) human subjects,

(2), our causal theory induction learner, and (3) reinforcement learning (RL).

3.3.1 Human Subject Experimental Setup

A total of 240 undergraduate students (170 female; mean age = 21.2) were recruited from the

University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Department of Psychology subject pool and

were compensated with course credit for their participation. Participants were not explicitly

told which levers were active or inactive but were instead required to learn the distinction

through trial and error. This was not generally difficult, however, as the inactive levers could

never be moved. The order in which the active levers needed to be moved followed either a

common cause (CC) or common effect (CE) schema (see Fig. 3.2), and participants were given

30 attempts to discover every solution in each situation. Participants were instructed to con-

sider solutions as “combinations” to each lock, and discovery of every solution/combination

was required to ensure that participants understood the underlying causal schema in each

situation. Participants also operated under a movement-limit constraint whereby only three

movements could be used to both (1) interact with the levers (two movements) and (2) push

open the door (one movement). If a participant tried to move an active lever in an incorrect
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order, the lever would remain stationary and a movement would be expended. Each trial

reverted to its initial state once the three movements were expended, and the experiment

automatically proceeded to the next trial after 30 attempts. The number of remaining so-

lutions and attempts were provided in a console window located on the same screen as the

OpenLock application.

In the environment, users commanded the movement of a simulated robot arm by clicking

on desired elements in a 2D display. Levers could either be pushed or pulled by clicking on

their inner or outer tracks, although pulling on a lever was never required to unlock the

door. There were either 3 or 4 active levers in each lock situation. We refer to the 3- and

4-lever common cause situations as CC3 and CC4 (Fig. 3.2(a), Fig. 3.2(b)), respectively,

and the 3- and 4-lever common effect situations as CE3 and CE4 (Fig. 3.2(c), Fig. 3.2(d)),

respectively. Note that these numbers correspond with the number of active levers. The

status of the door (i.e., either locked or unlocked) was indicated by the presence or absence

of a black circle located opposite the door’s hinge. Once the door was unlocked and the

black circle disappeared, participants could command the robot arm to push the door open

by clicking on a green push button. The robot arm consisted of five segments that were free

to rotate such that all elements in the display were easily reached by the arm’s free end; the

arm position control was implemented using inverse kinematics. Box2D [Cat11] was used

to handle collision, and the underlying simulation environment uses OpenAI Gym [BCP16]

as the virtual playground to train agents and enforce causal schemas through a finite state

machine.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions in a between-subjects ex-

perimental design (40 participants per condition) and began the experiment by viewing a

set of instructions outlining important components and details in the lock environment1.

Fifteen additional participants were recruited but subsequently removed from the analysis

due to their inability to complete any trial in the allotted number of attempts. The first

1The instructional video can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/265302423
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two experimental conditions were baselines that contained five different lock situations com-

prised of either CC4 or CE4 trials, exclusively. These baseline conditions for the two control

groups, denoted as CC4 and CE4, were included to assess whether human causal learning can

be impacted by the underlying structure, comparing learning of a common-cause structure

with learning of a common-effect structure. For the remaining four conditions, we examined

whether learning one type of causal structure can facilitate subsequent learning of a more

complex version of the same schema involving a greater number of causal variables (i.e.,

active levers). The four conditions contained six training trials with 3-lever situations, fol-

lowed by one transfer trial with a 4-lever situation. The schema underlying the 3- and 4-lever

situations was either congruent (CC3-CC4, CE3-CE4) or incongruent (CC3-CE4, CE3-CC4)

and remained the same throughout the 3-lever training trials. Participants required approx-

imately 17.4 min to complete the baseline trials and 17.3 min to complete the training and

transfer trials.

3.3.2 Causal Theory Induction Experimental Setup

The causal theory induction-based learner was run in a manner identical to the human

subjects. We executed 40 agents in each condition, matching the number of human subjects

described in Section 3.3.1. This allows us to directly compare the results of the causal theory

induction-based learner with human subject results.

3.3.3 Reinforcement Learning Experimental Setup

Given the success of model-free RL, we seek to test the limits of these models by examining

if they are capable of solving our causal generalization task. In RL experiments, we want to

answer:

1. Can predominate, state-of-the-art model-free RL algorithms solve the OpenLock task?

2. What transferable representations, if any, do these RL agents establish?
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Notice our task definition requires agents to find all solutions in a trial. This requirement

means that an agent that memorizes and biases to one specific solution will perform poorly in

unseen rooms. Agents must form abstract transferable notions of the task or must memorize

all possible settings of the task, including unseen settings, to perform well.

To answer the first question, we show the performance of model-free RL algorithms. We

try to improve their performances by providing several reward strategies. The details of

algorithms, tasks, and rewards we used can be found in Section 3.3.3.1.

To answer the second question, if the agents are able to establish such concepts, they can

master the task with similar causal schema both better and faster than training on that task

from scratch; i.e., we expect to see a positive transfer. In this experiment, all the agents

are first trained on 3-lever tasks, then we transfer these agents to target 4-lever tasks using

fine-tuning. By comparing the results in our transfer experiments with directly training on

target tasks (i.e., baseline experiments), we can verify whether the agents are able to build

such abstract casual concepts.

For RL, there a few specifics of the OpenLock environment that are pertinent. Readers

are encouraged to examine [EKS18] for additional details.

• State Space: The state space consists of 16 binary dimensions: 7 for the state of

each lever (pushed or pulled), 7 dimensions for the color of each lock (grey or white), 1

dimension for the state of the lock (locked or unlocked), and 1 dimension for the state

of the door (closed or open).

• Action Space: The action space is a discrete space with 15 dimensions: each of the

7 levers has 2 actions (push and pull), and the door has one action (push).

3.3.3.1 Algorithms, causal schemas and Rewards

We select a set of predominate, state-of-the-art RL algorithms as baselines, including deep

Q-network (DQN) [MKS15], DQN with prioritized experience replay (DQN-PE) [SQA16],
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advantage actor-critic (A2C) [MBM16], trust region policy optimization (TRPO) [SLA15],

proximal policy optimization (PPO) [SWD17] and model-agnostic meta learning (MAML) [FAL17].

Table 3.1 lists all the baselines we considered. These algorithms have been applied to solve

a variety of tasks including Atari Games [MKS15], classic control, and even complex visual-

motor skills [LPK18], and they have shown remarkable performance on these tasks when

large amounts of simulated or real-world exploration data are available.

When executing various model-free RL agents under the same experimental setup as

human learners, no meaningful learning takes place. Instead, we train RL agents by looping

through all rooms repeatedly (thereby seeing each room multiple times). Agents are also

allowed 700 attempts in each trial to find all solutions. During training, agents execute for

200 training iterations, where each iteration consists of looping through all six 3-lever trials.

During transfer, agents execute for 200 transfer iterations, where each iteration consists of

looping through all five 4-lever trials. Note that the setup for RL agents is advantageous;

in comparison, both the proposed model and human subjects are only allowed 30 attempts

(versus 700) during the training and 1 iteration (versus 200) for transfer.

RL agents operate directly on the state of the simulator encoded as a 16-dimensional

binary vector consisting of:

1. Status of each of the 7 levers (pushed or pulled),

2. Color of each of the 7 levers (grey or white),

3. Status of the door (open or closed), and

4. Status of the door lock indicator (locked or unlocked).

The 7-dimensional encoding of the status and color of each lever encodes the position of each

lever; e.g ., the 0th index corresponds to the upper-right position. Despite direct access to

the simulator’s state, RL approaches were unable to form a transferable task abstraction.
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For baseline experiments

(To answer Q1 in Section 3.3.3)

For transfer experiments

(To answer Q2 in Section 3.3.3)

DQN on 3-lever task from scratch Fine-tune DQN on 4-lever task

DQN-PE on 3-lever task from scratch Fine-tune DQN-PE on 4-lever task

A2C on 3-lever task from scratch Fine-tune A2C on 4-lever task

TRPO on 3-lever task from scratch Fine-tune TRPO on 4-lever task

PPO on 3-lever task from scratch Fine-tune PPO on 4-lever task

MAML (Meta learning with 3 and 4-lever tasks) MAML (N shot adaption on 4-lever task)

Table 3.1: Baselines used in our experiments.

Additionally, we also include a baseline of MAML [FAL17]. Note that the MAML does

not employ a standard transfer learning setting as it requires to access the target task during

the meta-learning phase, which can be more advantageous than other transfer methods. Our

main goal is to verify whether the state-of-the-art meta-learning algorithm (i.e., MAML) can

solve the OpenLock task by forming the correct causal abstraction of the task.

A reward function that only rewards for unique solutions performed best, meaning agents

were only rewarded the first time they found a particular solution. This is similar to the

human experimental setup, under which participants were informed when they found a

solution for the first time (thereby making progress towards the goal of finding all solutions)

but were not informed they executed the same solution multiple times (thereby not making

progress towards the goal).

We utilized a plethora of reward functions to explore under what circumstances these RL

approaches may succeed. Our agents used sparse reward functions, shaped reward functions,

and conditional reward functions that encourage agents to find unique solutions. Rewards in

the OpenLock environment are very sparse; agents must search in a large space of possible

attempts (i.e. action sequences) of which there are 2 or 3 action sequences that achieve the
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task. Sparse rewards have traditionally been a challenge for RL [SB98]. To overcome this,

we enhance the reward by shaping it to provide better feedback for the agent; we introduce

task-relevant penalties and bonuses. We utilize 6 reward strategies:

Basic (B) The agent will receive a reward for unlocking the door and will receive the

largest reward for opening the door. No other rewards are granted for all other outcomes.

Unique Solution (U) Inherits from Reward B, but the agent only receives a reward when

unlocking/opening the door with a new solution. There are a finite number of solutions (2

for 3-lever trials and 3 for 4-lever trials). This reward is designed to encourage the agent to

find all solutions within a trial, instead of only finding/pursuing the first solution found.

Reward B and Negative Immovable (B+N) Inherits from Reward B, but introduces

an extra penalty for manipulating an immovable lever (Reward N). This is judged by whether

a state change occurs after executing an action; this penalty is designed to encourage the

agent to only interact with movable levers.

Reward U and Negative Immovable (U+N) This reward is a combination of Reward

U and the Negative Immovable penalty (Reward N) introduced in Reward B+N.

Reward N and Solution Multiplier (N+M) This reward inherits from Reward B, but

in this reward setting, we encourage the agent to find more solutions in a slightly different

way from Reward U. Instead of only providing reward when finishing the task with a new

solution, the agent will receive a reward every time it unlocks/opens the door, but when the

agent finds a unique solution, the reward it receives is multiplied by a fixed factor (> 1).

This effectively encourages the agent to find new solutions in a more reward-dense setting.

In addition, we also use the Negative Immovable penalty (Reward N) for learning efficiency.
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Reward N+M and Partial Sequence (N+M+P) Inherits from Rewards B, N, and

M, but adds a Partial Sequence bonus. When the executed action sequence is exactly a

prefix of a solution to the current trial (no matter whether this solution has been found out

or not), the agent will receive a bonus. This is a form of reward shaping to overcome the

sparse reward problem.

3.3.4 Hyper-parameters and Training Details

Table 3.2 presents the hyperparameters and training details for our experiments. We selected

these parameters through several preliminary experiments.

3.3.4.1 Experimental Procedure

Here we describe the complete experimental procedures for RL agents. Each agent is trained

for 200 iterations. In each iteration, there are six trials for 3-lever tasks (CC3 and CE3;

referred to as the training phase) and five for 4-lever tasks (CC4 and CC4; referred to as the

testing phase). Agents are allowed to take at most 700 attempts to find all of the solutions

within a trial. A typical trial proceeds as follows:

1. A new trial starts.

2. Agent is permitted a finite number of attempts to find all solutions. An attempt will

start from the initial state of the environment, and end with opening the door or

reaching the maximum action limit.

3. A trial ends either when all the solutions have been found or the agent reaches the

maximum attempt limit.

4. After finding all solutions or running out of attempts, the agent is placed in the next

trial with different lever configurations but the same causal schema during the training

phase.
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5. After completing all trials in the training phase, the agent is placed into a single 4-lever

trial for the testing phase.

There are six configurations in total for 3-lever tasks and five configurations for 4-lever tasks.

The configuration of the lever is selected in a loop; the initial order of the configurations is

randomized per agent, but each agent sees the same room ordering for the entire experiment.

We evaluate the final performances after all iterations are finished. The details of the

evaluation are discussed in Section 3.3.4.1.

Evaluation Details We expect an agent learning the correct abstractions and generaliza-

tions to quickly adapt to similar but slightly different circumstances. More specifically, an

agent learning the correct abstractions should perform better (i.e. have fewer attempts) as

the agent encounters more trials with the same causal schema. We propose several criteria

to evaluate agents (see supplementary of [EMQ20] for further details):

• Attempt Amount This curve shows the number of attempts used in each trial.

Because a trial terminates when all solutions have been found, an agent with better

performance will have fewer attempts per trial. Moreover, the decreasing speed of this

curve can also show how quickly the agent mastered finding all solutions.

• Percentage of Found Solution This curve shows how many solutions the agent

found within a trial, e.g ., if the agent found all the 3 solutions (for a 4-lever task), this

value will be 1 for this trial. This plot also shows how well the agent mastered find all

solutions.

• Averaged Trial Reward This curve shows the averaged reward in a trial (reward

sum divided by the number of attempts). Since the reward strategies are varied in

our experiments, this value cannot be a direct criterion to compare the performance

of various experimental settings.
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Baseline Experiments In baseline experiments, we want to evaluate the agents’ perfor-

mance on a single causal schema. The agent needs to do several trials successively. Among

these trials, the causal schema is fixed, while the lever configurations and observational so-

lutions are varied (structurally, the solutions remain the same). The goal in each trial is to

find all the solutions using as few attempts as possible. We evaluate all the 5 algorithms

(DQN, DQN-PE, A2C, TRPO and PPO) on four causal schemas, and the tabulated results

are presented in the supplementary material of [EMQ20].

In general, 3-lever tasks are easier than 4-lever tasks, because there are more solutions

to find in the latter case. Specifically, for rewards that do not encourage finding multiple

solutions, such as Reward B and N, it is quite difficult for agents to find all the solutions,

and agents are frequently biased to one specific solution. In other words, agents memorize

a single solution instead of learning the abstract, multi-solution causal schema. As for the

reward strategies that encourage finding multiple solutions, Reward U is the best for most

of the agents. In addition, for some importance sampling-based policy gradient methods

(PPO/TRPO), an extra penalty (Reward N) can slightly improve the stability and final

results.

In the Reward N+M and Reward N+M+P strategies, we introduce some reward shaping

techniques, including reward multiplier and partial sequence bonus, to mitigate the sparse

reward problem. However, the results are worse and more unstable. We posit that this

may be caused by the positive reward for non-unique solutions. Although the agents are

encouraged to find new solutions using the multiplied reward, nothing prevents agents from

being biased towards a specific solution, yielding a sub-optimal policy. To eliminate this,

we may need to adjust the learning rate dynamically as solutions are found. Thus, selecting

hyper-parameters for the last 2 reward strategies is challenging, and the results are difficult

to match expectations.

Another interesting result is the performance of value-based methods (DQN, DQN-PE).

For all causal schemas and reward strategies, these methods do not perform well under any
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of our experiments. Since the lever settings vary between trials, it is extremely difficult for

the agent to build a universal value function based on discrete state-action input [EKS18].

The causal schema remains the same, but the value function learned is not directly based

on the abstract causal state. The RL agents examined do not appear able to construct a

representation capable of inferring the connection between the explicit discrete state and the

abstract causal state.

Transfer Experiments In transfer experiments, we first train our agents in a 3-lever task

and then to a 4-lever task. We perform quantitative evaluations on the target 4-lever task for

all the transferred models. Additionally, we also compare them with the models that trained

on a 4-lever task from scratch (i.e.; baseline experiments). If the agents form useful abstract

structural representations of tasks, we expect them to complete the 4-lever task faster than

training from scratch. All five algorithms and six reward strategies are considered. The

results are listed in the supplementary material of [EMQ20].

Reward strategies that were not effective in baseline experiments were also not effective in

transfer experiments, as expected. Baseline experiments showed that policy-based methods

(A2C, PPO, TRPO) with explicit encouragement to multi-solution performed better; these

agents mastered most of the solutions. As mentioned above, if an agent is able to establish a

concept to the corresponding causal schema, it should have comparable transfer performance

regarding the performance of agent training on a 4-lever task from scratch, and it is also

expected to converge faster. However, for both CC4 and CE4 causal schemas, there is a

significant gap between transfer performance and training performance. Even under the

most effective reward strategies (Reward U, Reward U+N, and Reward N+M), the agents

find it hard to match the corresponding training performance, indicating negative transfer.
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 Human Subject and Model Results

The results using the proposed model are shown in Fig. 3.4. These results are qualitatively

and quantitatively similar to the human participant results presented in [EKS18], and starkly

different from the RL results in Section 3.4.2

Our agent does not require looping over trials multiple times; it is capable of learning and

generalizing from seeing each trial only one time. In the baseline agents, the CE4 condition

was more difficult than CC4; this trend was also observed in human participants. During

transfer, we see a similar performance as the baseline results; however, congruent cases

(transferring from the same structure with an additional lever) were easier than incongruent

cases (transferring to a different structure with an additional lever; CE4 transfer); this result

was statistically significant for CE4: t(79) = 3.0; p = 0.004. For CC4 transfer, no significance

was observed (t(79) = 0.63; p = 0.44), indicating both CC3 and CE3 obtained near-equal

performance when transferred to CC4.

These learning results are significantly different from the RL results; the proposed causal

theory-based model is capable of learning the correct abstraction using instance and struc-

tural learning schemes, showing similar trends as the human participants. It is worth noting

that RL agents were trained under highly advantageous settings. RL agents: (i) were given

more attempts per trial; and (ii) more importantly, were allowed to learn in the same trial

multiple times. In contrast, the present model learns the proper mechanisms to: (i) transfer

knowledge to structurally equivalent but observationally different scenarios (baseline exper-

iments); (ii) transfer knowledge to cases with structural differences (transfer experiments);

and (iii) do so using the same experimental setup as humans. The model achieves this by

understanding which scene components are capable of inducing state changes in the envi-

ronment while leveraging overall task structure.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5: Model performance vs. human performance. (a) Proposed model baseline results for CC4/CE4. We see an asymmetry
between the difficulty of CC and CE. (b) Human baseline performance (Edmonds et al. 2018). (c) Proposed model transfer results
for training in CC3/CE3. The transfer results show that transferring to an incongruent CE4 condition (i.e., different structure,
additional lever; i.e., CC3 to CE4) was more difficult than transferring to a congruent condition (i.e., same structure, additional
lever; i.e., CE3 to CE4). However, the agent did not show a significant difference in difficulty when transferring to congruent or
incongruent condition for the CC4 transfer condition. (d) Human transfer performance (Edmonds et al. 2018).

with mechanisms to learn explicit structural knowledge and
jointly optimized to learn both an abstract structural encoding
of the task while maximizing rewards. Learning such struc-
tural knowledge should not only aid in learning transferable
policies but also improve RL in hierarchical environments.
Why is CE more difficult than CC? Human participants,
RL, and the proposed model all found CE more difficult than
CC. A natural question is: why? We posit that it occurs from
a decision-tree perspective. In the CC condition, if the agent
makes a mistake on the first action, the environment will not
change, and the rest of the attempt is bound to fail. However,
should the agent choose the correct grey lever, the agent can
choose either remaining grey levers; both of which will un-
lock the door. Conversely, in the CE condition, the agent has
two grey levers to choose from in the first action; both will un-
lock the lever needed to unlock the door. However, the second
action is more ambiguous. The agent could choose the cor-
rect lever, but it could also choose the other grey lever. Such
complexity leads to more failure paths from a decision-tree
planning perspective. The CC condition receives immediate
feedback on the first action as to whether or not this plan will
fail; the CE condition, on the other hand, has more failure
pathways. We plan to investigate this property further, as this
asymmetry was unexpected and unexplored in the literature.
What other theories may be useful for learning causal
relationships? In this work, we adhere to an associative
learning theory. We adopt the theory that causal relationships
induce state changes. However, other theories may also be
appealing. For instance, the associative theory used does not
directly account for long-term relationships (delayed effects).
More complex theories could potentially account for delayed
effects; e.g., when an agent could not find a causal attribute
for a particular event, the agent could examine attributes
jointly to best explain the causal effect observed.
How can hypothesis space enumeration be avoided? Hy-
pothesis space enumeration can quickly become intractable
as problems increase in size. While this worked used a fixed,
fully enumerated hypothesis space, future work will include
examining how sampling-based approaches can be used to
iteratively generate causal hypotheses. Bramley et al. 2017

showed a Gibbs-sampling based approach; however, this sam-
pling should be guided with top-down reasoning to guide the
causal learning process by leveraging already known causal
knowledge with proposed hypotheses.
How well would model-based RL perform in this task?
Model-based RL may exhibit faster learning within a particu-
lar environment but still lacks mechanisms to form abstrac-
tion mechanisms that enable humanlike transfer. This is an
open research question, and we plan on investigating how
abstraction can be integrated with model-based RL methods.
How is this method different from hierarchical RL? Typ-
ically, hierarchical RL is defined on a hierarchy of goals,
where subgoals represent options that can be executed by a
high-level planner (Chentanez, Barto, and Singh 2005). Each
causally-plausible hypothesis can be seen as an option to exe-
cute. This work seeks to highlight the importance of leverage
causal knowledge to form a model of the world and using
said model to guide a reinforcement learner. In fact, our work
can be recast as a form of hierarchical model-based RL.

6.2 Future Work

Future work should primarily focus on how to integrate the
proposed causal learning algorithm directly with reinforce-
ment learning. An agent capable of integrating causal learn-
ing with reinforcement learning could generalize world dy-
namics (causal knowledge) and goals (rewards) to novel but
similar environments. One challenge, unaddressed in this
paper, is to how to generalize rewards to varied environ-
ments. Traditional reinforcement learning methods, such as
Q-learning, do not provide a mechanism to extrapolate in-
ternal values to similar but different states. In this work, we
showed how extrapolating causal knowledge can aid in un-
covering the causal relationships in similar environments.
Adopting a similar scheme for some form of reinforcement
learning would enable reinforcement learners to succeed in
the OpenLock task without iterating over the trials multiple
time, and could enable one-shot reinforcement learning. Fu-
ture work will also examine how a learner can iteratively
grow a causal hypothesis while incorporating a background
theory of causal relationships.

Figure 3.4: Model performance vs. human performance. (a) Proposed model baseline re-

sults for CC4/CE4. We see an asymmetry between the difficulty of CC and CE. (b) Human

baseline performance. (c) Proposed model transfer results for training in CC3/CE3. The

transfer results show that transferring to an incongruent CE4 condition (i.e., different struc-

ture, additional lever; i.e., CC3 to CE4) was more difficult than transferring to a congruent

condition (i.e., same structure, additional lever; i.e., CE3 to CE4). However, the agent did

not show a significant difference in difficulty when transferring to congruent or incongru-

ent condition for the CC4 transfer condition. (d) Human transfer performance. Copyright

reserved to original publication [EMQ20].

3.4.1.1 Model Ablation Results

In this section, we present additional results from our proposed method. Specifically, we show

how well the model performs under two ablations: (i) top-down structure learning and (ii)

bottom-up instance learning. This examination seeks to identify to what degree and how well

much each model component contributes to the model’s performance. In our formulation,

these ablations amount to setting a probability of 1 for the ablated component in the subchain

posterior; i.e., the subchain posterior reduces to the remaining active model component

(bottom-up during a top-down ablation and top-down during a bottom-up ablation).

Figure 3.5 shows the results of the ablated model. In Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.5b,

the model is ablated to disable the top-down abstract structure learning. We see the agent

performing with similar trends as the full model results, but with worse performance. This is

due to the agent learning the bottom-up associative theory regarding which instances can be
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.5: Results using the proposed theory-based causal transfer under ablations. (a)

Proposed model baseline results under a top-down ablation (i.e., only instance-level learning

occurred). (b) Proposed model transfer results under a top-down ablation. (c) Proposed

model baseline results under a bottom-up ablation (i.e., only abstract-level structure learning

occurred). (b) Proposed model transfer results under a bottom-up ablation. Copyright

reserved to original publication [EMQ20].

manipulated to produce a causal effect, but the agent performs worse due to the lack of task

structure. During transfer, we see little difference (with no significance; t(79) = 0.8; p = 0.42

and t(79) = 0.8; p = 0.43 for CC4 and CE4 respectively) between the training groups. This

is expected; an agent that learns no task structure should exhibit no difference between

tasks. This agent is essentially aimlessly searching the structure space, biased towards any

structure with subchains with a high likelihood of producing a causal event.

Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.5d show the model ablated with the bottom-up instance learning

disabled. In the baseline results, we see a slight increase in performance over time for

CC4; this is because the agent is becoming more confident in which structure governs the

environment. However, this version of the model has no regard for whether or not an

agent can interact with a particular instance (i.e., it lacks the bottom-up associative theory

regarding causal events). Because of this limitation, the agent must try many possible

instantiations of the correct abstract structure before finding a solution. During transfer, we

see the agent benefiting most from training in CC3, which is counter-intuitive for the CE4

transfer condition.
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Figure 3.6: RL results for baseline and transfer conditions. Baseline (no transfer) results

show the best-performing algorithms (PPO, TRPO) achieving approximately 10 and 25

attempts by the end of the baseline training for CC4 and CE4, respectively. A2C is the

only algorithm to show positive transfer; A2C performed better with training for the CC4

condition. The last 50 iterations are not shown due to the use of a smoothing function.

Copyright reserved to original publication [EMQ20].

However, we believe this is best explained from a decision tree perspective, as elaborated

in the main text. Throughout all model and human experiments, we observed that CE was

more difficult than CC. From a decision tree perspective, agents that learn a CC structure

will first identify the first lever in the structure; this is the only lever they can interact with

initially. After identifying this lever, they can then push on either remaining lever to unlock

the door. While this strategy will not work for CE directly, it may still benefit an agent

only equipped with structure learning. For instance, when applying this strategy to CE, the

agent may find the first solution faster. After finding the first solution, the space of second

solutions is constrained to contain the first solution. From here, despite having learned the

“wrong” structure for this task, the agent may find both remaining solutions faster. This is

an unexpected phenomenon and will be examined in future work.
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3.4.2 Reinforcement Learning Results

The model-free RL results, shown in Fig. 3.6, demonstrate that A2C, TRPO, and PPO are

capable of learning how to solve the OpenLock task from scratch. However, A2C in the CC4

condition is the only agent showing positive transfer; every other agent in every condition

shows negative transfer.

These results indicate that current model-free RL algorithms are capable of learning how

to achieve this task; however, the capability to transfer the learned abstract knowledge is

markedly different compared to human performance in [EKS18]. Due to the overall negative

transfer trends shown by nearly every RL agent, we conclude that these RL algorithms

cannot capture the correct abstractions to transfer knowledge between the 3-lever training

phase and the 4-lever transfer phase. Note that the RL algorithms found the CE4 condition

more difficult than CC4, a result also shown in our proposed model results and human

participants.

Empirical results of MAML Here we separately present the empirical results of MAML

since it is a meta-learning approach that does not come from the same category as other

transfer learning methods (see Table 3.1). We conduct experiments on MAML with only

the reward strategy of unique solutions (Reward U) as this strategy overall provides the

best performances. All the numerical results are presented in the supplementary material

of [EMQ20].

As the meta optimizer we use in MAML is TRPO [SLA15], we compare the adaption

results with TRPO in transfer experiments on CC4/CE4, which can be found in the sup-

plementary material of [EMQ20]. The results indicate that during the few-shot adaption

phase, MAML overall outperforms than fine-tuning policy previously learned on a 3-lever

task with TRPO, which demonstrates that the transferring, or adaption do benefit from

meta-learning from both the 3 and 4-lever tasks. However, when comparing with the oracle

baseline results that directly training on 4-lever tasks, there is still a significant performance
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gap, which indicates that the MAML agent cannot master the target tasks well. Namely,

being similar to all the fine-tuning methods, meta-learning on the previous task with the

same causal schema can improve neither the performances of subsequent policy learning on

target task nor the convergence properties but misleads the policy learning even with simi-

lar causal schema. This demonstrates that the state-of-the-art meta-learning approach also

may not be able to establish a useful concept toward the causal schemas among the tasks it

encounters during the meta-learning phase.

3.5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter, we examined how humans solved a causal generalization task and showed

how the theory-based causal transfer coupled with an associative learning scheme can be

used to learn transferable structural knowledge under both observationally and structurally

varying tasks. We executed a plethora of model-free RL algorithms, none of which learned a

transferable representation of the OpenLock task, even under favorable baseline and transfer

conditions. In contrast, the proposed model results are not only capable of successfully

completing the task but also adhere closely to the human participant results in [EKS18].

These results suggest that current model-free RL methods lack the necessary learning

mechanisms to learn generalized representations in hierarchical, structured tasks. Our model

results indicate human causal transfer follows similar abstractions as those presented in this

work, namely learning abstract causal structures and learning instance-specific knowledge

that connects this particular environment to abstract structures. The model presented here

can be used in any reinforcement learning environment where: (i) the environment is gov-

erned by a causal structure, (ii) causal cues can be uncovered from interacting with objects

with observable attributes, and (iii) different circumstances share some common causal prop-

erties (structure and/or attributes).
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3.5.1 Discussion

Why is causal learning important for RL? We argue that causal knowledge provides

a succinct, well-studied, and well-developed framework for representing cause and effect

relationships. This knowledge is invariant to extrinsic rewards and can be used to accomplish

many tasks. In this work, we show that leveraging abstract causal knowledge can be used

to transfer knowledge across environments with similar structure but different observational

properties.

How can RL benefit from structured causal knowledge? Model-free RL is apt at

learning a representation to maximize a reward within simple, non-hierarchical environments

using a greedy process. Thus, current approaches do not restrict or impose learning an

abstract structural representation of the environment. RL algorithms should be augmented

with mechanisms to learn explicit structural knowledge and jointly optimized to learn both

an abstract structural encoding of the task while maximizing rewards.

Why is CE more difficult than CC? Human participants, RL, and the proposed model

all found CE more difficult than CC. A natural question is: why? We posit that it occurs

from a decision-tree perspective. In the CC condition, if the agent makes a mistake on the

first action, the environment will not change, and the rest of the attempt is bound to fail.

However, should the agent choose the correct grey lever, the agent can choose either of the

remaining grey levers; both of which will unlock the door. Conversely, in the CE condition,

the agent has two grey levers to choose from in the first action; both will unlock the lever

needed to unlock the door. However, the second action is more ambiguous. The agent could

choose the correct lever, but it could also choose the other grey lever. Such complexity

leads to more failure paths from a decision-tree planning perspective. The CC condition

receives immediate feedback on the first action as to whether or not this plan will fail; the

CE condition, on the other hand, has more failure pathways. We plan to investigate this

property further, as this asymmetry was unexpected and unexplored in the literature.
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What other theories may be useful for learning causal relationships? In this work,

we adhere to an associative learning theory. We adopt the theory that causal relationships

induce state changes. However, other theories may also be appealing. For instance, the

associative theory used does not directly account for long-term relationships (delayed effects).

More complex theories could potentially account for delayed effects; e.g ., when an agent could

not find a causal attribute for a particular event, the agent could examine attributes jointly to

best explain the causal effect observed. Prior work has examined structural analogies [HF11,

ZGJ19, ZJG19] and object mappings [FGT18] to facilitate transfer; these may also be useful

to acquire transferable causal knowledge.

How can hypothesis space enumeration be avoided? Hypothesis space enumeration

can quickly become intractable as problems increase in size. While this work used a fixed,

fully enumerated hypothesis space, future work will include examining how sampling-based

approaches can be used to iteratively generate causal hypotheses. [BDG17] showed a Gibbs-

sampling based approach; however, this sampling should be guided with top-down reasoning

to guide the causal learning process by leveraging already known causal knowledge with

proposed hypotheses.

How well would model-based RL perform in this task? Model-based RL may exhibit

faster learning within a particular environment but still lacks mechanisms to form abstrac-

tions that enable human-like transfer. This is an open research question, and we plan on

investigating how abstraction can be integrated with model-based RL methods.

How is this method different from hierarchical RL? Typically, hierarchical RL is

defined on a hierarchy of goals, where subgoals represent options that can be executed by a

high-level planner [CBS05]. Each causally plausible hypothesis can be seen as an option to

execute. This work seeks to highlight the importance of leveraging causal knowledge to form

a world model and using said model to guide a reinforcement learner. In fact, our work can

be recast as a form of hierarchical model-based RL.

Future work should primarily focus on how to integrate the proposed causal learning algo-
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rithm directly with reinforcement learning. An agent capable of integrating causal learning

with reinforcement learning could generalize world dynamics (causal knowledge) and goals

(rewards) to novel but similar environments. One challenge, not addressed in this paper, is

how to generalize rewards to varied environments. Traditional reinforcement learning meth-

ods, such as Q-learning, do not provide a mechanism to extrapolate internal values to similar

but different states. In this work, we showed how extrapolating causal knowledge can aid

in uncovering causal relationships in similar environments. Adopting a similar scheme for

some form of reinforcement learning would enable reinforcement learners to succeed in the

OpenLock task without iterating over the trials multiple times, and could enable one-shot

reinforcement learning. Future work will also examine how a learner can iteratively grow a

causal hypothesis while incorporating a background theory of causal relationships.
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Table 3.2: Hyperparameters and training details. See supplementary material of [EMQ20]

for additional details.

Parameter Value

Shared

Optimizer Adam

Learning rate 3e−4

Discount (γ) 0.99

Architecture of policy and value networks (128, 128)

Nonlinearity Tanh

Batch size 2048

L2 regularization 0.001

DQN/DQN-PE

Size of replay buffer 10000

Epsilon for exploration 0.9

Epsilon decay interval 50

Epsilon decay method exponential

Epsilon decay ending 0.05

TRPO

Maximum KL divergence 0.01

Damping 0.01

MAML

Meta optimizer TRPO
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CHAPTER 4

Explanation in Communicative Learning

In the past decade, machine learning has tackled many problems with noisy real-world in-

puts with impressive performance, fueled by large datasets. Much of this advancement has

been due to uninterpretable, black-box systems. Meanwhile, the community has realized

the necessity of machine interpretability [ZZ18, ZNZ18] for safety-critical applications. In-

trinsically, most of the existing models are not designed to simultaneously maximize both

the performance and explainability [GA19], resulting in a need for a trade-off between the

performance and explainability. This trade-off often leads to a debate between the black-box

models vs the white-box models: Models with high performance usually lack explainabil-

ity, whereas models with relatively high explainability often perform poorly in real-world

scenarios.

Recent trends in neural-symbolic approaches [YWG18, MGK18, LHH20, PMS16] refute

the above need for the trade-off; a hybrid model could possess high performance in com-

plex reasoning tasks while maintaining relatively high interpretability. Significantly, a robot

system presented in Chapter 2 has recently demonstrated the efficacy of such an approach

using a large-scale, between-subject study [EGL19]. The finding echoes the above conclusion:

Forms of explanation that are best suited to foster trust do not necessarily correspond to

the model components contributing to the best task performance; by integrating model com-

ponents to enhance both task execution and human trust, a machine system could achieve

both high task performance and high human trust. Crucially, it also shows that the means

of delivering explanations matters: Providing high-level summaries is not sufficient to foster
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human trust. Such explanations should not be decoupled from the participants’ observations

of the robot’s task execution.

Despite the above progress, existing systems demonstrating specific levels of explanations

are still rudimentary in terms of the forms of explanations. Existing systems mostly empha-

size hierarchical decompositions (either spatial or temporal) of the systems’ inner decision-

making process, either by visualizing the saliency/attention maps of deep neural network’s

layers [ZNZ18, ZZ18, AWZ20, ZWW20], or by tracing top-down/bottom-up process of the

graph/tree structures [LZS18, EGL19, EQZ19, EMQ20, ZRH20, ZZZ20]. Thus, the explana-

tions and interpretability are primarily machine-centric; the process only unfolds the model

for a human user to probe or inspect. Critically, human users’ active interactions or inputs

with the systems rarely change the behavior of the machine’s decision-making process, and

the machine’s responses are primarily based on pre-computed and stored information. We

call this the passive machine—active human paradigm, wherein an active human user may

query the state of the machine to passively acquire explainable information.

We argue that human-machine teaming should follow a different and more user-friendly

paradigm, which we call the active machine–active human [QLZ20] paradigm. In such a

new paradigm, the machine would adopt the human user’s input and change its behavior in

real-time so that the system and the human user would cooperatively achieve a common task.

Hence, such a cooperation-oriented human-machine teaming would require the machine to

possess a certain level of theory of mind (ToM): A machine would behave like a human agent

to actively infer the human user’s belief, desire, and goals [YLF20, GGZ20]. The system’s

design is no longer limited to display its decision-making process, but further to understand

human’s needs to cooperate, therefore forming a human-centric process. Critically, the

essence to establish such a cooperation lies in the shared agency [TSZ20, SZZ20] or common

mind [Tom10].

Motivated to build an XAI system with the aforementioned characteristics capable of un-

derstanding human user’s beliefs, design, and goals, we move from conventional explanation
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tasks on function approximation (e.g ., classification) to tasks involving sequential decision-

making. These decision-making tasks include extensive human-machine teaming, dealing

with complex constraints over problems intractable to the human’s inferential capabilities.

By resolving the discrepancy between robot and human expectations and mental models,

we hope the XAI system will assist the human user to discover the provenance of various

artifacts of a system’s decision-making process over long-term interactions even as the phys-

ical world evolves [GA19, CSK20]. We believe this research direction is the prerequisite for

generic human-machine teaming.

The work presented in this chapter was completed in collaboration with Luyao Yuan,

Xiaofeng Gao, Zilong Zhen, Yixin Zhu, Hongjing Lu, and Song-Chun Zhu. The authors’

contributions include developing the simulation environment, designing and running human

experiments, and data analysis. All other portions of the project were not completed by the

author.

4.1 Scout Exploration Task

We devise a human-machine teaming system presented as a collaborative game, in which the

human user needs to work together with a group of robot scouts to accomplish some tasks

and optimize the group gain. In this game, the human user and robot scouts communicate

on a constrained channel: Only the robot team directly interacts with the physical world;

the human user does not directly access the physical world or direct control over robot

scouts’ behavior. Meanwhile, only the human user has access to the ground-truth value

function that encodes human preferences about how the task should be completed (e.g .,

minimize overall time); the robot team has to infer this value function through human-

machine teaming. Such a setting realistically mimics real-world human-machine teaming

tasks, as many systems perform autonomously in dangerous settings under human users’

supervision where preferences are challenging, if not impossible to encode.
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The XAI system is expected to provide appropriate explanations to justify its behaviors

and gain human user’s trust and reliance. This process is achieved by actively inferring the

human user’s mental model (i.e., value and utility as the instantiation of the belief, desire,

and goals) during the game. Therefore, the system’s explanation generation is a bidirectional

dialogue framework: The XAI system needs to both “speak” and “listen”—explaining what

it has done and plans to do based on its inference of the human user’s value and utility. In

the meantime, the human user is tasked to command robot scouts to reach the destination

while maximizing the team’s score. Hence, the human user’s evaluation of the XAI system is

also a bidirectional process: The human user has to infer the goal of robot scouts and check if

it aligns with the given value function of the task. Ultimately, if the XAI system works well,

the robot scout value function should align well with the ground-truth value function given

only to the human user, and the human user should gain high trust from the XAI system.

Our methodology studies XAI in a full-blown communication system, a combination of

theory-of-mind, communicative learning, value-alignment, and causal reasoning for effective

explanation generation.

Our design encourages natural human-machine teaming and bidirectional reasoning as

both parties have crucial but private information at the beginning of the game. The robot

scouts possess information about the map but lack access to the human user’s value function,

which determines mission goals, hindering the robot scouts’ ability to make proper decisions

that reflect the human user’s intent. Meanwhile, the human user, who knows the task’s value

function that governs the decision-making process, lacks direct access to the environment.

By allowing constrained communication to fulfill human-machine collaboration, the robot

scouts can make sporadic action proposals to the human user, and the human user provides

a binary accept or reject feedback, and the robot scouts use that feedback to infer the human

user’s value function and adjust their behaviors accordingly. Based on adjusted behavior,

the human user will provide ratings for the trust and reliance of the XAI system. In our

setting, the communication’s main purpose is to align the value function between the human
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user and the robot scouts. For a fast alignment, the robot scouts need to know when and

how to make proposals, such that feedback from the user is most informative to estimate

the value function correctly. To obtain instructive feedback from the human user, the robot

scouts must establish a shared agency or common mind—what the human user knows and

believes, what the human user intends to do, and what are aligned and misaligned. Only

based on this shared agency could the robot scouts provide explanations that properly justify

previous actions and current proposals.

Besides the value alignment process, our design also involves estimation of human user’s

utility, i.e., the human user’s preference of the forms of explanations. In contrast to the

objective value function given to the human user, this utility-driven human user’s preference

is subjective and more likely to be individually different. We argue that a properly modeling

of such an individual difference plays a crucial role in gaining human trust and reliance. The

human user’s value function and utility together form the human user’s mental state.

Our collaborative game, Robot Scout Exploration Game, has a minimal design and in-

volves one human commander and three robot scouts. The game’s objective is to find a safe

path on an unknown map from the base (located at the bottom right corner of the map) to

the destination (located at the upper left corner of the map). The map is represented as a

partially observed 20 × 20 tile board, with each tile potentially holding one of the various

devices and remain unobserved until a robot scout moves close enough to observe (reveal)

the tile’s contents.

We define a set of goals for the robot scouts to pursue as they find the path to reach

the destination, including (i) saving time used to reach the destination, (ii) investigating

suspicious devices on the map, and (iii) exploring tiles, and (iv) collecting resources. The

game’s performance is measured by the accomplishment of these goals by the robot scouts

and their relative importance (weights), defined as the human user’s value function. Again,

this value function is only revealed to the human user, not the robot scouts.

One comparable but different setting to our human-machine teaming framework is the
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Figure 4.1: Algorithmic flow of the computational model.

inverse RL [AD21]. Inverse RL aims to recover an underlying reward function given pre-

recorded expert demonstrations in a passive learning setting. In contrast, the agent (the

collective form of all robot scouts) in our system is designed to learn interactively from scarce

supervisions given by the human user. Crucially, our design requires the agent to actively

infer the human user’s mental model (value and utility) to accomplish a task cooperatively, a

unique proper of human-centric learning scheme. In a nutshell, the agent is tasked to perform

value-alignment by inferring the human user’s mental model, actively make proposals, and

evaluate the human user’s feedback, requiring complex and recursive mind modeling of the

human user.

4.2 Communicative Learning with Theory-of Mind

In this section, we provide an overview of the game flow and the corresponding computational

model. Throughout the chapter, we use R and H to denote the robot scouts and the

human user, respectively. θ encodes the parameters of the value function, s is the physical

state, b(·) is the belief over latent variables, x = (bs, bθ, bυ) is the mental state (value and

utility) of the human user, and m is the message used for human-machine communication.

BU stands for the belief update sub-processes, where BU1 is on the physical state, and
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Algorithm 1: High-level game flow.

1 Set t = 1, initialize st, agent’s mental state xR0 ;

2 while stop condition is not satisfied do

3 ot ∼ O(st) // collect observation from the environment

4 x̂Rt = BU1(xRt−1, ot) // update belief given observation

5 mR
t ∼ λR(x̂Rt ) // generate message (proposal & explanation) to the

user

6 xRt = BU2(x̂Rt−1,m
R
t ,m

H
t ) // update belief given user feedback

7 aRt ∼ π(xRt ) // agent’s policy

8 st+1 ∼ T (st, a
R
t ) // state transition

9 t = t+ 1

10 end

BU2 is on the value function. λR manages the generation of the messages to the user,

including proposal and various modes of explanations. Other notations (o, t, O, T, and π)

follow standard partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [SV10] definitions;

see Table 4.1 for a summary of the notations.

Every round of the game starts with the robot scouts receiving observations from the

environment and making a task plan based on their current mental state. Next, they send

messages (proposals and/or explanations) to the human commander for feedback. The feed-

back is used to make final movement plans to execute for this round and then the scouts

execute the plans. A high-level game flow is sketched in Algorithm 1, and the computation

pipeline for one round of human-machine teaming is shown in Fig. 4.1. Because the game

directly displays the most probable map information to the human user, we assume the com-

munication from the agent to the human user is noise-free. After laying out the formulation

of the agent policy (see Section 4.2.1), we focus on how the agent updates belief over human

user’s value function (BU2) (see Section 4.2.2) and how the communication messages are
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generated (λR) (see Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Agent Policy

Suppose the robot scouts already know about the human user’s value function, the game

simplifies to a POMDP setting, solvable by planning-based methods [SV10]. Let τi denote

the plan proposed by the i-th scout and τ = {τ1, ..., τK} as the complete plan of the scout

group, where K is the number of scouts in the group. When constructing a plan, the scouts

Table 4.1: Notation used in the computational model.

Notation Description Remark Notation Description Remark

s ∈ S Physical State N/A mE ∈ME Robot’s explanation N/A

o ∈ O Observation N/A mP ∈MP Robot’s proposal T ⊂MP

t ∈ T Time Step N/A mR ∈MR Robot’s message mR = (mP ,mE)

θ ∈ Θ Human’s value

function

N/A fb ∈ FB Proposal feedback mH(fb) ∈
{0, 1}K

υ ∈ Υ Human’s utility

function

N/A ss ∈ SS Satisfactory Score SS ⊂ Z+

aR Joint action of all

scouts

aR = (aR1 , ..., a
R
K) mH ∈MH Human’s message mH = (fb, ss)

b Belief over hidden

variables

b(·) means the belief function λR Robot’s communica-

tion policy

XR ×MR −→
[0, 1]

xR ∈ XR Robot’s mental

state

xR = (b(s), b(θ), b(υ))

T Physical State

Transition Model

S ×AR × S −→ [0, 1]

π Agent Policy XR ×AR −→ [0, 1]

τ ∈ T Group motion

plan

T = (AR ×O)∗

τi means the i−th scout’s

plan. τi ∈ τ .
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utilize the following policy:

τ ∗ = arg max
τ

E
s∼b(s),θ∼b(θ)

[θTf(τ, s)] = arg max
τ

E
s∼b(s)

[f(τ, s)]T E
θ∼b(θ)

[θ]

≈ arg max
τ

θ̄T
( 1

NS

NS∑
n=1

f(τ, sn)
)

= arg max
τ

θ̄Tf(τ),

(4.1)

where f(τ, s) is the fluent [NC36] when the game terminates given the state s and the scouts’

plan τ , and the above equation takes the hard-max for plan selection. Given the dynamics

of the game, f can be forward simulated in our planner, such that the expectation of f(τ, s)

can be approximated using Monte Carlo methods with state samples. Instead of computing

the full distribution, the agent only needs to keep track of the mean of the belief over human

user’s value function as we are using a linear model to calculate the gain of the game; we

use θ̄ to denote the mean of b(θ). We can use the Boltzman rationality model to convert the

planning problem described in Eq. (4.1) to a stochastic process, i.e.:

p(τ ; θ̄) =
exp (β1θ̄

Tf(τ))∑
τ ′∈T exp (β1θ̄Tf(τ ′))

, (4.2)

where β1 ≥ 0. This conversion facilitates the inference of the human user’s value function

by enabling gradient-based optimization methods to learn θ̄. After a plan τ is determined,

the joint action of all robot scouts is the first action of the plan, aR = (τ1[0], . . . , τK [0]).

4.2.2 Value Function Estimation by Modeling ToM

The human user’s value function is unknown to the scouts and has to be learned through

interaction, raising challenges for classic POMDP solvers. To estimate the human user’s

value function during the communication process, we integrated ToM into our computa-

tion model and developed a closed-form learning algorithm. Our algorithm leverages the

assumption that, given a cooperative human user, the accepted plans are more likely to have

a performance advantage over the rejected ones.
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4.2.2.1 Belief Update with Level-1 ToM

We use mH(fb) to denote the human user’s feedback, which is a binary code with the i-th

bit indicating the acceptance or rejection of the proposal from the i-th scout. Assuming the

human user is following the above decision-making process, the likelihood function of human

user’s feedback is:

p(mH(fb)|τ ; θ̄) =
K∏
i=1

p(τi; θ̄)
mH(fb)i(1− p(τi; θ̄))(1−mH(fb)i), (4.3)

where p(τi; θ̄) =
∑

τ∈T ,τi∈τ p(τ ; θ̄). Given this likelihood function, we can learn the mean

of the parameter of value function θ̄, following the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)

derivation by maximizing log p(mH(fb)|τ ; θ̄) w.r.t. θ̄. Because θ̄ > 0 and ‖θ̄‖1 = 1, this MLE

process can be calculated by the projected stochastic gradient ascent algorithm [Nes03],

yielding a closed-form derivation for ∂ log p(mH(fb)|τ̂ ;θ̄)

∂θ̄
:

∂ log p(mH(fb)|τ̂ ; θ̄)

∂θ̄
= β1

K∑
i=1

[
1(mH(fb)i = 1)

( ∑
τ∈T τ̂i∈τ

exp (β1θ̄
Tf(τ))∑

τ ′∈T ,τ̂i∈τ ′ exp (β1θ̄Tf(τ ′))
f(τ)

)
+

1(mH(fb)i = 0)
( ∑
τ∈T τ̂i /∈τ

exp (β1θ̄
Tf(τ))∑

τ ′∈T ,τ̂i /∈τ ′ exp (β1θ̄Tf(τ ′))
f(τ)

)
− E

τ∼p(τ ;θ̄)
[f(τ)]

]
,

(4.4)

where the two indicator functions select which summation to take conditioned on the feed-

back of the i−th proposal. The summation over weighted fluents, despite the overwhelming

form, can be interpreted as the expected fluents in accord to the accepted/rejected plans. The

intuition of this gradient is the difference between the expected fluents from plans without

the accept/rejected proposals and the expected fluents from all the plans.

4.2.2.2 Belief Update with Level-2 ToM

The above belief update mechanism assumes the human user will provide feedback to the

proposals based on the intrinsic value of the proposals, i.e., the expected return of the

proposed plans given the underlying parameters of the value function. However, this is
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unlikely to be the case, as completely rational agents do not exist. Thus, we need to properly

model level-2 ToM: With the explanation generated by the XAI system (see Section 4.2.3

for details), we further assume that the human user will be cooperative and provide feedback

to best accelerate the parameter learning. Suppose the human user provides feedback based

on the improvement brought by the feedback, we have

q(mH(fb)|θ∗, θ̄, τ) =
exp (−β2‖θ̄ + ηt

∂ log p(mH(fb)|τ ;θ̄)

∂θ̄
− θ∗‖2)∑

m̂H(fb)∈FB exp (−β2‖θ̄ + ηt
∂ log p(m̂H(fb)|τ ;θ̄)

∂θ̄
− θ∗‖2)

, (4.5)

where β2 ≥ 0 controls the extremeness of the softmin, ηt is the learning rate at time t,

and θ∗ is the ground-truth parameters of the value function possessed by the human user.

The intuition of this equation is: The feedback from the human user is sampled from a

softmin distribution of the distance between the updated parameters given the feedback

and the ground-truth parameters. The smaller the distance is, the larger the improvement

brought by that feedback, and the larger the improvement is, the more likely the feedback

is provided. Further analysis of the above distance can be found in [LDL18]. Here, we use a

softmin instead of hardmin in the data selection process. Integrating this feedback function

into our parameter learning algorithm, we can derive a new parameter update function:

θ̄t+1 = θ̄t + ηtg
(
mH(fb)

)
+ 2β2η

2
t

(
g
(
mH(fb)

)
− E

m(fb)∼q(θ∗,θ̄t,τ)

[
g
(
m(fb)

)])
, (4.6)

where g
(
m(fb)

)
= log p(m(fb)|τ ;θ̄t)

∂θ̄
. The first two terms are the same as the level-1 belief

update, whereas the third term grasps the message’s context by comparing the selected

message against the also-runs and leverages the advantage to further update the belief.

Notice that θ∗ is unknown to the agent, so q in the expectation dose not have an exact

solution. Thus, we use θ̄t + ηtg
(
mH(fb)

)
as an approximation of θ∗. That is, we first

calculate level-1 ToM update on the parameters of the value function, then we take an

additional gradient ascent step for level-2 ToM update.
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4.2.2.3 Proposal Generation

The XAI system generates proposals in accord to the change of expected belief. At each step,

the agent first computes a new θ̄′m for each m ∈MH . Next, the change of expected belief can

be calculated by δ(τ, θ̄) = Em∼p(mH |τ,θ̄)[‖θ̄′m− θ̄‖2] for each τ ∈ T . If maxτ∈T δ(τ, θ̄) surpasses

a given threshold, the robot scouts make a proposal with arg maxτ δ(τ, θ̄). This formulation

is generic; we can also substitute in other measurement (e.g ., the expected variance of the

θ̄′) in terms of the change of expected belief to generate more diverse update.

4.2.3 Explanation Generation by Modeling Mental Utility

We generate explanations alongside proposals to aid the human user to make decisions.

Given trajectories produced by the planner, the explainer aims to generate human-like ex-

planations that not only provide sufficient information but also match the human user’s

language preferences, i.e., the mental utility.

Formally, an explanation is defined by its semantic inputs and a set of syntactic rules.

The former is to provide explanations regarding what, including the current observation o,

physical state s, and belief over the value function b(θ). The latter is to provide explanations

regarding how. The explainer model is to determine the optimal syntax that matches the

human user’s mental utility. Specifically, we predefine a set of attributed templates; these

templates provide the basis of an explanation and are filled in according to relevant attributes.

At each step, the explainer predicts the human user’s most favorable attributes based on

the satisfactory score. We propose a sequential explanation generation model capable of

adopting the temporal dynamics of the human’s mental state; it defines utility functions to

synthesize the most efficient and suitable explanations.
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Figure 4.2: Temporal evolution of explanation generation as a function of t.

4.2.3.1 Sequential Explanation Generation

At time step t, the explainer takes in a tuple ht = {(mE
t−1, sst−1, ot)} as input, where mE

t−1 ∈
ME is the explanation of previous round, sst−1 ∈ SS is user’s satisfactory score estimated by

human user’s feedback of the previous round, and ot ∈ O is the current observation. Given

the sequential input history Ht = {hk, k = 1, ..., t}, the explanation objective is to generate

an explanation mE
t that maximizes the expected score:

mE
t = arg max

mE∈ME

Eŝs∼p(ss|Ht)[ŝs(a
E)]− λccost(mE), (4.7)

where aE ∈ AE is an extracted attribute vector of mE, cost(·) a pre-defined cost function,

and λc a constant factor.

We model the process of computing E[ŝs(aE)] as a hidden Markov model (HMM) by

introducing a mental state variable υ ∈ Υ, which corresponds to the human user’s mental

utility of the explanation; see Fig. 4.2 for the graphical illustration of the computing process.

At time step t, we compute the expected score as:

Eŝs∼p(ss|Ht)[ŝs(a
E)] =

∑
ss∈SS

p(ss|aE, ss1:t−1, o1:t, a
E
1:t−1)ss

=
∑
ss∈SS

(∑
υt∈υ

p(υt|ss1:t−1, a
E
1:t−1, o1:t)p(ss|υt, aE)

)
ss.

(4.8)
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Algorithm 2: Explanation Generation

Input : templates - all explanation templates

Output: {mE
1 ,m

E
2 , ...}

1 t← 1

2 while not stopped do

3 explanations ← FillSlots(templates)

4 Get Ot, sst−1 from agent

5 mE ← None

6 for mE
i in explanations do

7 aE ← ExtractAttribute(mE
i )

8 Compute E[ŝs(aE)] according to Eq. (4.11).

9 mE ← arg max{mE ,mE
i }

E[ŝs(aE)]− cost(mE)

10 end

11 mE
t ← mE, t← t+ 1

12 end

Let K(aEt−1, ot) = p(υt|υt−1, a
E
t−1, ot) be the transition matrix that encodes the transition

probability from mental states υt−1 to υt, and F(aE) = p(ss|υt, aE) be the score function

that models the distribution of satisfaction scores. We have:

p(υt|ss1:t−1, e1:t−1, o1:t) =
∑
υt−1∈υ

p(υt−1|ss1:t−1, a
E
1:t−1, o1:t−1)K(aEt−1, ot), (4.9)

where p(υt|ss1:t, a
E
1:t, o1:t) = αt is computed by an iterative process:

p(υt|ss1:t, a
E
1:t, o1:t) ∝ F(aEt )�

(
K(aEt−1, ot)

Tp(υt−1|ss1:t−1, a
E
1:t−1, o1:t−1)

)
= F(aEt )�

(
K(aEt−1, ot)

Tαt−1

)
,

(4.10)

where � is an element-wise product operator. Therefore, Eq. (4.8) can be written as

Eŝs∼p(ss|Ht)[ŝs(a
E)] =

∑
ss∈SS

ss

Z
αTt K(aEt−1, ot)F(e), (4.11)

where Z is a normalization constant of p(ss|Ht); see Algorithm 2 for the computational flow.
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4.2.4 Explanation with Ontogenetic Ritualization

Literature in evolutionary anthropology demonstrates strong evidence that early infants

learn to communicate, especially in a symbolic manner, not based on imitation but rather

on an individual learning process termed ontogenetic ritualization [MN12, Tom10, Loc80].

[TC97] argue such communicative behavior as a communicative signal that can be formed

by two individuals shaping each other’s behavior in repeated instances of interaction over

time. Similar phenomena have also been observed and investigated on other primates, such

as great apes [HRT13, Tom96]. For example, many individual chimpanzees come to use a

stylized “arm-raise” to indicate that they are about to hit the other and thus initiate play

[TC97]. In this way, a behavior that was not at first a communicative signal would become

one over time. Generally, we follow [TZ02] to define the process of ontogenetic ritualization:

(i) individual A performs behavior X; (ii) individual B reacts consistently with behavior Y ;

(iii) based on the initial steps of X, B anticipates A’s performance of X, and hence performs

Y ; and finally, (iv) A anticipates B’s anticipation of X, and hence produces X in ritualized

form so as to elicit Y .

We argue that the process of ontogenetic ritualization can also be formed during human-

robot teaming, specifically when understanding and reacting to explanations. To achieve

this goal, we set the “ritualized form” as a subset of explanation attributes AE. As such, the

computational model described here allows robot scouts to generate ritualized explanation

based on their anticipation of human feedback, i.e. E[ŝs(aE)].

4.3 Human Subject Experiments

4.3.1 Participants Description

Participants for this study were recruited from the online Prolific user research platform.

Participants were selected based on their location (in the United States), their highest level
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of education (at least a bachelor’s degree), and the device they were using (no mobile users

were selected). This choice was made to confine our participants to a population that is more

likely to understand the nuance of the game while maintaining a broad pool of participants

who are representative of the general population. A desktop/laptop computer was required

to interact with the game appropriately. Information on the participant’s computer was

collected (i.e. User-Agent). No other demographic information from the participant was

collected after passing our demographic selection criteria.

After participants finished the introductory material, a 7-question familiarity test was

given to participants before proceeding into the game. This check was to make sure partici-

pants understood the rules of the game, what their objectives were, how to interpret value

functions and the distinction between explanations and proposals. Participants passed the

questionnaire if they answered every question correctly. If a participant missed a question,

a page was shown to explain the correct answer. Participants who missed a question had to

repeat the entire questionnaire, and participants who failed to pass the questionnaire twice

were removed from the study.

Participants were assigned randomly to each condition and were balanced automatically

by our survey platform (Qualtrics). Compensation started at $10 USD per participant, and

our scoring system incentivized participants to score as many points as possible. Participants

received $0.05 USD per point in the game, with a maximum total payout of $20 USD per

participant.

4.3.2 Study Design

The study was conducted in a between-subject design. Participants were randomized in a

hierarchical group selection process: an outer hierarchy and an inner hierarchy; see Fig. 4.3.

The outer hierarchy was randomized to assign participants evenly based on mental model

questions: (i) value function and (ii) behavior prediction. The inner hierarchy was ran-

domized to evenly assign participants based on different explanation formats: (i) a proposal
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Figure 4.3: User study flow. (a) Participants begin with an introduction to explain the setting

and define key terms. (b) Participants are then familiarized with the game interfaces, and

a questionnaire is given to verify participants understand the game. Participants that did

not pass the familiarization were removed from the study. (c) Participants are randomly

split into two groups: a group that is asked to infer the robot scout’s current value function

and a group that is asked to predict the robot scout’s next behavior. This is done in

a between-subject design. (d) Participants are further randomly split to receive different

forms of explanations: proposals, explanations, and ritualized explanations. This is done

in a between-subject design. (e) The participants then play the game and are asked the

question assigned to their group throughout the experiment. (f) After finishing the game,

participants were asked qualitative trust and explanation satisfaction questions.

group, (ii) an explanation group, and (iii) a ritualized explanation group. Among three

groups, the robot scouts will follow the exact same action policy, π, and belief update process,

BU . The groups differ only by the explanations forms received by the human participant,

λR, and the question about the robot scouts’ plan (current vs next round).

Our study includes four variables. The only independent variable is the form of the

explanation a participant received: proposal, explanation, or ritualized explanation. Three

dependent variables are (i) value function alignment, (ii) behavior prediction, and (iii) qual-
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itative trust and explanation satisfaction. To ensure no confounding on order or effects from

answering a question regarding value function prediction and behavior prediction, the study

was designed with the above outer hierarchy using a between-subject design. Participants

from all groups were asked to provide qualitative trust and explanation satisfaction responses

throughout the game.

The general study procedure was identical for all subject groups. Participants were first

introduced with background information on tasks. Specifically, the participants were tasked

to behave as a commander to guide a group of robot scouts to move from bottom right to

upper left on the map while collecting resources. They were informed about the information

asymmetry: They know about the group-truth value function, but they have no direct access

to the environment; only the robot scouts can directly interact with the environment but have

no access to the value function. Participants were informed to work cooperatively with the

scouts to achieve a high score, and they would be compensated more with a high score. Next,

participants were presented with the game interface, with a focus on functions and operations

on various panels. Depending on their group, participants received instructions that only

cover the panels presented in their group. By the end of the introduction, participants were

challenged with questions. Participants who did not answer these questions correctly were

removed from the study.

In Fig. 4.3, we outline the flow of the experiment to give a high-level overview of the

participant’s experience through the game. The figure shows our between-subject design

across our two mental model questions (value function and behavior prediction) and our

explanation formats (proposal, explanation, and ritualized).

The introduction phase of the experiment introduces the basic background of the game.

The introduction outlines that the participants are commanders in charge of finding a path

from the lower-right-hand corner of the map to the upper-left-hand corner of the map. The

introduction outlines that the area may have dangerous devices, such as bombs, along the

path. Participants are told they have a team of robot scouts to help explore the area, and
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that the scouts will provide proposals (and in explanation groups, explanations).

During familiarization, participants are instructed that while their objective is to get to

the upper-left corner, they are also instructed there are sub-goals the team would benefit from

achieving. These sub-goals consist of time, area explored, number of bombs investigated,

and resources collected. Participants are then informed that these goals are specific to the

team’s current circumstance and the value function conveys the relative importance of these

sub-goals. Participants are informed they will be scored, and this score is weighted by the

value function. Finally, the robot scout proposals and explanations are described. Proposals

correspond to robot scout plans, and explanations attempt to justify those plans. These

various components are introduced using figures of the panels shown in Fig. 4.4.

To test the participant’s understanding of the background, the participant is given several

attention check questions at the end of familiarization. For example, we asked “for each

trial, you will be given a value function that describes the team’s current mission priorities”

(correct answer: true). Participants who answered a question incorrectly would receive

instruction as to why the correct answer is correct and would be required to repeat the

attention check. Participants who failed the attention check twice did not further participate

in the study.

We implemented this game using HaxeFlixel, a 2D Game Engine used to create JavaScript-

based games. Participants can access the game on web browsers. The full user interface of the

game is displayed in Fig. 4.4. Throughout the study, the participant monitors the progress

of the team, receives explanations, and gives feedback by accepting or rejecting the propos-

als. The team’s performance is quantified as a score, which reflects how well the scouts can

estimate the participant’s value function and act accordingly. Participants are instructed to

maximize the team’s score. The score is weighted by the value function to score the relative

importance of sub-goals. Each sub-goal score is computed from the environment’s reward

function.

During the game, the robot scouts attempt to infer the human value function. To infer
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Figure 4.4: User interface of the scout exploration game. Moving from left to right, the

Legend panel displays a permanent legend for the participant to refer to understand different

tile types. The Value Function panel shows the value function of the participant’s team, is

unknown to the robot scouts, and cannot be modified by the participant. The central map

shows the current information on the map. The Score panel shows the participant’s current

score and the individual fluent functions that contribute to the score. The overall score is

calculated as the normalized, value function-weighted sum of the individual fluent function

scores. The Status panel displays the current status of the system. The Proposal panel

shows the robot scouts’ current proposals, and the participant can accept/reject each. The

Explanation panel shows explanations provided by the scouts.

the correct value function, the robot team proposes action plans to the participant and

estimates the value function based on the participant’s feedback. Explanations accompany

the proposals to clarify the motivation of the robot scouts. An example proposal is: “We

can keep moving despite the suspicious area (proposal) if we want to find a path from A

to B as soon as possible (explanation).” If the participant accepts this proposal, the robots

will increase the value of time in the value function. Otherwise, the robots will increase the

value of investigating bombs and tile exploration but decrease the value of time. The game

repeats in a loop, where robot scouts make proposals (and in some groups, explain), execute
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(a) Value function question interface

Scout1
What subgoal do you believe 


 will pursue next? Scout2
What subgoal do you believe 


 will pursue next?

Search for bombs
Collect Resources
Explore the area

Search for the goal
Search for bombs
Collect Resources
Explore the area

Search for the goal
Search for bombs
Collect Resources
Explore the area

Search for the goal

Scout3
What subgoal do you believe 


 will pursue next?

(b) Behavior prediction question interface

Figure 4.5: Example interfaces for the value function question and the behavior prediction

question. (a) Participants can slide the bars to set a relative importance of each sub-goal.

The sub-goals must sum to 100%. As the participant changes one slider, the others will

automatically decrease to keep the sum at 100%. Participants can lock a particular slider

by checking the lock symbol to the right of the slider. (b) Participants are asked to predict

which sub-goal the robot scouts will pursue next. Participants are asked to predict the

sub-goal for each scout individually; this is because proposals are generated on a per-scout

basis.

plans, and repropose until they find a path to the upper-left-hand corner of the map.

Our between-subject design is divided by the question type that will be asked during

the experiment (value function or behavior prediction) or and by the explanation format

displayed to the participant (proposal, explanation, or ritualized). Participants are asked

the dependent measure question before the robot scouts start the next round of explanation

and proposing. The value function question asks participants to provide the value function

they believe the robot scouts are using. Participants provide their rating by manipulating a

set of sliders that are interdependent; the slides must always sum to 100%. This provides the

relative importance of sub-goals. For the behavior prediction question, participants are asked

to predict what proposal the robot scouts will make next. Note that this is a between-subject

design, so participants will see one question but not the other.

For the explanation format displayed, participants in the proposal group will see only
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robot scout proposals (see Proposal Panel in Fig. 4.4), while participants in the explanation

group will see robot scout proposals and explanations (see Explanation Panel in Fig. 4.4).

The ritualized group is identical to the explanation group, except that robot scouts actively

attempt to ritualize explanations based on the shared common mind between the robot

scouts and the participant.

After the participants finish the game, they are directed to a post-experiment survey

to evaluate qualitative trust and explanation satisfaction. Self-reported trust is evaluated

using Likert-scale questions, which are designed based on Muir’s questionnaire [Mui94] and

Madsen’s Human-Computer Trust Instrument [MG00]. The questionnaire intends to evalu-

ate how the information given to the participants across different groups helps them make

appropriate decisions when they are asked to give feedback on the proposals. Such appro-

priate reliance [LS04] is supported by a correct understanding of multiple components of

the system, including the planning, value function estimation, proposal generation, feedback

interpretation, and/or explanation generation, which form the basis of trust. Specifically,

the trust questionnaire comprises questions that intend to evaluate the perceived reliability,

technical competence, and understand-ability of the scouts with respect to these components.

We ask the participants “how much would you trust the robot scouts to achieve a high score

on their own, given they have the correct value function?” and “how much do you trust the

robot scouts to learn the value function of another commander in another circumstance?”.

Explanation satisfaction is evaluated in the aspects of transparency, helpfulness, and

timeliness via Likert-scale questions to reflect the participant’s belief regarding how well the

explanation has helped them understand these components and make correct feedback to

guide the team towards plans that are better suited to the scenario and value function given

to the participants.
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4.3.3 Hypotheses

The hypotheses we are testing in this experiment are related to quantitative measures for

mental model alignment and qualitative measures relating to trust and explanation satisfac-

tion. The quantitative measures for mental model alignment include: (H1 ) value function

alignment, (H2 ) behavior prediction, and (H3 ) user-machine task performance. For value

function alignment (H1 ), we hypothesize that groups that have access to explanations will be

more accurate inferring the current robot scout value function. For the behavior prediction

(H2 ), we hypothesize that groups that have access to explanations will be more accurate in

predicting what the robot scouts will do next. The user-machine task performance (H3 ) will

be evaluated by the score participants receive from the game.

Our qualitative measures will assess trust by asking participants whether they would trust

the robot scouts to complete the task on their own, given they have the correct value function.

Additionally, we will ask participants whether they trust the scout to learn a different value

function with a different commander. We hypothesize that groups that have access to richer

explanations will rate the qualitative trust measures higher than those without (H4 ). Our

second qualitative hypothesis (H5 ) is that groups with access to richer explanations will

report higher degrees of explanation satisfaction.

4.4 Results

The experiments for this chapter are ongoing, though expected results and initial results will

be presented here. Our primary measures of significance will be using a student’s t-test and

analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the F -test. We expect to see the following significances

for each hypothesis:

• H1 : Significance between proposal and explanation group. Significance between pro-

posal and ritualized explanation group. No significance between explanation and ritu-

alized explanation group.
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• H2 : Significance between proposal and explanation group. Significance between pro-

posal and ritualized explanation group. No significance between explanation and ritu-

alized explanation group.

• H3 : Significance between proposal and explanation group. Significance between pro-

posal and ritualized explanation group. No significance between explanation and ritu-

alized explanation group.

• H4 : Significance between proposal and explanation group. Significance between pro-

posal and ritualized explanation group. Significance between explanation and ritualized

explanation group.

• H5 : Significance between proposal and explanation group. Significance between pro-

posal and ritualized explanation group. Significance between explanation and ritualized

explanation group.

We believe for H1 and H2, we will observe significance between the proposal and explana-

tion group. This is predominately due to the richer explanations providing a deeper insight

into the robot scout’s reasoning process, allowing better inference of the mental state of

the robot scouts. The same applies between the proposal and ritualized explanation group.

We do not expect to see a significance between the explanation and ritualized explanation

for these hypotheses because these two forms of explanation convey similar information in

different forms (ritualized being an abridged version of the full explanation based on the

common mind between the human and the robot scouts).

For H3 and H4, we believe to see significance between all groups. Between the proposal

and explanation group, we believe the transparency and insight provided by the explana-

tions will improve trust and satisfaction ratings. Furthermore, between the explanation and

ritualized explanation group, we predict the ritualization will further improve trust and sat-

isfaction ratings, as the ritualization conveys a deeper understanding of the shared common

mind between the human and the robot scouts.

Fig. 4.6 shows that scouts are better able to estimate the ground-truth value function
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Figure 4.6: Scout value function vs. ground truth value function, measured by L2 distance

between the scout value function vector and the ground truth value function vector. The

explanation group (exp) achieves better performance than the proposal group (prop) as

the game progresses. The percent indicates how far into the game the participant is when

prompted to estimate the scout’s value function. N=35.

used in the explanation group, confirming our H1 hypothesis that value function alignment

will perform better in groups that have access to explanations. At the final step (100%), we

observe t = −2.64, p = 0.01, indicating a significant difference between the performance of

the explanation group compared with the proposal group. Significance is also seen at 40%,

50%, 60%, 70%, and 90%.

4.5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this study, we looked at a unique XAI paradigm, namely an active machine–active human

paradigm wherein both the machine and the human are active participants in the explanation
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process. This contrasts to more traditional XAI studies that use a passive machine—active

human paradigm wherein the machine provides an explanation that a human user inter-

prets, with no engagement from the human back to the machine. To achieve this paradigm,

we adopt a communicative learning framework based on theory of mind (ToM) where the

machine actively reasons about human user’s mental states. This communicative learning

paradigm generates explanations that help build a common mind between the user and

machine, thereby allowing the machine to perform the task better.

We constructed a Robot Scout Exploration Game, where a team of robot scouts explores

a dangerous area, looking for a safe path for the commander’s team to cross the area. The

team has sub-goals, such as minimizing the amount of time or investigating devices that

may be bombs. The robot scouts provide information to the commander from their sensing

capabilities, along with proposals on what the scouts plan to do next and explanations for

those proposals. The commander can then accept or reject the proposals, thereby providing

feedback to the scouts on the utility of a proposal. The robot scouts then use this feedback

to estimate the commander’s intents and goals to improve future proposals and explanations.

This iterative communication process continues until the team completes the task (finding

a safe path to reach the destination).

The user study presented here quantitatively assesses the degree to which different forms

of explanation improve mental model understanding between the user and the machine and

qualitatively assess user-machine trust and explanation satisfaction. While final results are

forthcoming, we expect that access to richer forms of explanation will improve the mental

model understanding and user-machine task performance. Additionally, we expect richer

forms of explanations to foster more trust and improve explanation satisfaction. Of note, we

anticipate that these scores will be the highest in a ritualized explanation group, where the

machine shortens explanations as the user and machine establish a common mind.

This study aims to present an unexplored active machine–active human paradigm where

both the human and the machine actively participate in the explanation process. We be-
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lieve this opens a new venue for future interactive XAI studies that showcase collaborative

environments between users and machines.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we examined how an agent can learn generalizable knowledge from

observations and interventions. The work presented here attempts to answer fundamental

questions about the components necessary for generalization and explanation. We examined

using a temporal And-Or graph (T-AOG), a haptic neural network, a hierarchical Bayesian

model, and reinforcement learning (RL) to learn generalizable representations. We found

that these models can complement each other (T-AOG and haptic neural network), perform

well in generalization tasks on their own (hierarchical Bayesian model), and are not able

to generalize effectively (model-free RL). We also explored concepts related to generaliza-

tion and transfer, such as explainability, to examine the interplay between generalization

performance and explanatory performance.

In Chapter 2, we showcased an imitation learning task where a robot learned how to open

medicine bottles using two different forms of imitation: a temporal And-Or graph (T-AOG)

to encode symbolic, long-term task structure and a haptic network to enable the robot to

imitate the poses and forces of the human demonstrator. The two modeling components

were combined using the generalized Earley parser (GEP), yielding a highly capable learner.

Additionally, these model components can produce explanations, and we examined how

each modeling component fostered human trust. The T-AOG contributed most to fostering

human trust, but the combined GEP model performed best at the bottle opening task. This

divergence shows a need to consider both task performance and explanation simultaneously

to construct a capable performer and a capable explainer.
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In Chapter 3, the OpenLock task tested agents’ ability to form abstract causal structures

and apply them to observationally different but structurally similar situations. Human

subjects showed a remarkable ability to form these abstract causal structures and apply them

to situations with similar but different structure. Model-free reinforcement learning (RL)

was unable to form these causal structures and apply them, even under favorable training

conditions. A hierarchical Bayesian learner, based on causal theory induction [GT09], showed

similar learning trends as human learners. The hierarchical Bayesian learner used a top-down

hypothesis space generation scheme to explore the space of possible causal structures while

bottom-up, instance-level learning guiding the learner to focus on features that were likely

to produce a causal effect. The combination of these two mechanisms produced a highly

capable learner, suggesting that causal learning in interactive domains benefits from both

structural abstraction and feature-level inductive biases.

In Chapter 4, we presented a task that requires two agents communicate to share knowl-

edge (observations) or preferences (values). A human user collaborated with a team of robots

to achieve the goal. In this setting, the need for explanation arises from each agent having

partial information that must be communicated to the other agent. The communicative

learning framework presented shows robot scouts capable of using feedback from a human

user to properly align their internal value with the human’s value and make plans in accor-

dance with the inferred values. Value alignment is critical for the future of human-robot

teaming; aligning values between humans and robots is required to foster trust and enable

human-robot teaming in daily life.

Moving forward, AI and robots must be capable of explaining themselves and constructing

causal representations to generalize effectively. While this dissertation made progress towards

these goals, there are still many unanswered questions around what constitutes an effective

explanation, how different modeling components can generate explanations, efficient causal

hypotheses spaces generation in large-scale tasks, and effective inductive biases to accelerate

the causal learning process.
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